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WWWBGNEWSCOM 
Aficionado clubs 
keep students 
on their tees 
A private Minnesota 
school uses humorous 
groups to cure winter 
boredom | Page 5 
'Old Man' swims 
for college team 
After a 21 year absence, 
Mike Turcott, 43. returns 
to the swimming lanes 
and Pacific Lutheran 
Universityl Page 5 
Gunman slays 
mall shoppers 
An Ohio woman is 
killed in a Salt Lake 
City shooting while 
looking for Valentine's 
Day gifts | Page 6 
Ohio estate tax 
may be nixed 
Republican leaders 
are searching for 
ways to keep retirees 
in state | Page 6 
Women bailers 
pick-apart 
Akron 91-46 
No 17 in the country 
keeps the perfect MAC 
record | Page 7 
Bowling Green 
has a good 
bowling team? 
The head coach 
declares the team is 
'better than expected' 
| Page 1 
Blood donation 
is 'imperative' 
A BG News opinion 
columnist pushes 
students to donate 
blood and explains 
why giving is so 
important | Page 4 
Do you donate 
blood of ten? 
WHITWEIDNER 
' Junior. Telecommunications 
"I would if I could, 
but I don't because I 
can't.'| Page 4 
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TODAY 
Scattered Flurries 
High: 19. Low: 7 
TOMORROW 
Partly Cloudy 
High: 19. Low: 9 
Fun in the snow, part deux 
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Drifting snow proves 
tough for clearing crews 
By Holly Abr.m. 
Editor-in-Chief 
For the second day in a row the University canceled all 
classes yesterday, leaving students with more time to catch 
up on studying, sleep and recreation outside while city 
and campus maintenance crews worked non-stop to clear 
snow. 
The Level 3 snow emergency was lifted around 9 a.m. 
yesterday to Level 2, which remained in effect at press time. 
Roadways are still hazardous with blowing and drifting 
snow. Only drivers who find it necessary to be on the roads 
should be out. 
According to Deputy Miami Flage at the Wood County 
Sheriffs Office, the last Level 3 snow emergency was 
declared about iwo years ago. If wind and frigid tempera- 
tures were to persist it could be reissued. 
The National Weather Service lifted both winter storm 
and blizzard warnings to a blowing snow advisory for 
Wood County, in effect until 9 p.m. While no final totals for 
snowfall had been recorded for Wood County, a total of 14.8 
inches was recorded by the National Weather Service for 
Lucas County. 
Today's forecast calls for a 30 percent chance of snow 
showers and a high around 14 degrees. West winds amount- 
ing to 10 or 15 mph will create wind chill values as low as 10 
below. 
See SHOW | Page 2 
TOP IEFT: Freshman Chris 
Rancour! a sports management 
major, plows through the defender 
and the snow TOP RIGHT: Biles 
were blocked in by snow BOTTOM 
RIGHT: Senior Jonathan Thompson 
does a flip from the roof into a big 
snow pile 
Snow business 
Snow Emergency Levels 
Level I: 
■ Roadways are hazardous 
with blowing and drifting 
snow 
■ Roads are icy 
■ Caution should be used 
when driving 
Level 2: 
■ Roadways are extremely 
hazardous with blowing 
and drifting snow 
■ Only those persons who 
feel it is necessary to 
drive should be out on 
the roadways 
■ One's employer should 
be contacted to see if 
one should report to 
work 
Level 3: 
■ All roadways are closed 
to non-emergency traffic 
■ Employees should con- 
tact their employer to see 
if they should report to 
work 
■ An employer may 
request that all essential 
employees report to work 
■ All other traffic is subject 
to arrest 
Source: Wood County 
Sheriff's Office 
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Former professor up 
for Pulitzer Prize in music 
By Alexandria Clark 
Senior Reporter 
Starting off singing in his high 
soprano voice in each class of 
his elementary school in the 
fourth grade, former music pro- 
fessor, Wallace De Pue, is up for 
nomination for a Pulitzer Prize 
in Music. 
De Pue came to the University 
in 1966 to behired as the school's 
choir director, but instead was 
hired as an instructor in music 
theory, orchestration, counter- 
point and basic musicianship. 
"You don't know anything 
until you have taught it," De Pue 
said. "I've learned so much from 
students because they have 
taught me to look forward and 
to experiment when it comes to 
music." 
Some students are very excited 
for De Pue's nomination because 
it gives them inspiration. 
"I am very happy that he is 
up for a nomination to win a 
Pulitzer Prize because I listen 
Wallace 
DePue 
Composer who is 
nominated for a 
Pulitzer Prize 
to some of his work that he has 
composed, and it is really awe- 
some," Jacqueline Spincheger, 
sophomore, said. "It gives me 
(he drive to practice harder on 
the violin." 
But the experimentation of 
music did not start with his stu- 
dents, but rather De Pue being a 
student himself. 
"In my fourth grade music 
class we were singing a song, 
but my teacher heard my high, 
soprano voice and asked me to 
sing by myself so she could just 
hear me," De Pue said. 
De Pue said his teacher was 
so impressed she asked him to 
go around to each class and sing 
for them. 
De Pue discovered, then, he 
had talent and started singing in 
the boy's choir. 
"One day I was singing in 
the choir, and one of the board 
members of the Columbus 
Presbyterian church boy's choir 
went back to the choir director 
and said 'this boy can sing," De 
Pue said. 
After the board member told 
the choir director about De Pue's 
talent, he was offered a full ride 
to the Columbus boy's choir for 
five years when he started the 
fifth grade. 
Following his full ride to the 
Columbus boy's choir, De Pue 
was on his way to stardom when 
he won a national competition 
in high school. 
"After I won this competition, 
I was asked to play the piano 
on national radio because tele- 
vision didn't exist yet," De Pue 
said. "And then I went on to play 
on the Arthur Godfrey show." 
Although De Pue had much 
See PULITZER | Page 2 
Attend ance require d 
By Christy Johnson 
Reporter 
Attendance requirements for 
studentsare usually built right 
into the class syllabus. 
But instructors have the 
luxury of canceling class for 
various reasons, without hav- 
ing to worry about how it will 
affect their grade. 
Or do they? 
"If a faculty member has to 
be away from campus to go 
to a conference or workshop, 
we expect them to cover their 
class in a responsible way," 
said Dean of Arts and Sciences 
Don Nieman. 
Students may welcome a 
cancellation once in awhile, 
but multiple cancellations 
can be costly, both academi- 
cally and financially. 
See REQUIRED! Page 2 
'Shifting Skins' starts today 
By Janecn Morgan 
Reporter 
The University Department of 
Film and Theater and University 
Performing Dancers will put on 
a production called "Shifting 
Skins: Tale of Transformation," 
starting tonight. 
Tonight through Saturday 
the show starts at 8 p.m. and on 
Saturday and Sunday the show 
isat2p.m. 
Tickets for adults, students and 
senior citizens are $10 and $5 for 
children under 12. 
This event will be held at Eve 
Marie Saint Theater in University 
Hall. 
There are two different acts of 
this production: Act One is The 
Ice Wolf by loanna I lalpert Kraus 
and Act Two is At Last, the Tale of 
Bird Belly Princess. 
Ticket can be purchased 
by calling the box office at 
(419) 372-2719. 
i VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE 
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BLOTTER 
TUESDAY 
330 AM 
: ,tn c .llled to report a b.it in 
University Hall It was removed 
9:09 A.M. 
Vehr struck a stop 
sign at Merry Avenue and Mercer 
Road and left the scene. Driver cited 
triable con- 
trol Under investigation 
12:17 P.M. 
Van reported to have driven off with- 
out paying for $2S of gas at a North 
Mam Street stal 
3:02 P.M. 
rtedsl    Ml it Harshman 
3:26 P.M. 
Michael T Garrett. 18. of Whitehouse. 
Ohio, arrested for assault on Parkview 
Drive 
3:53 PM. 
Ii  reported dragging a stop sign 
at K'iescher. Officers were unable to 
rhem 
10 PM 
Juvenile pressed 911 and dared his 
mother to hit the dial button. Mother 
.     he pushed it accidentally Verbal 
argument only. Juvenile advised he 
would go to the Juvenile Detention 
Center if problem was reported again. 
11:41 P.M. 
Four intoxicated subjects caused dis- 
turbance trying to enter a East Court 
Street bar 
WEDNESDAY 
1210A.M. 
Blake U Appt. 26. and Ashley R 
21, both of Bowling Green. 
cited for operating a vehicle while 
under the influence. Disabled vehicle 
was in a snow drift. Driver and passen- 
ger attempted to drive and push the 
vehicle out of drift. Vehicle was towed, 
to be released on a court order. 
2:31 P.M. 
Nicholas A Snyder. 23. of Stryker. 
Ohio, and Moltie Jill Hanna. 21 of 
Ottawa. Ohio, arrested for disorderly 
conduct Both found highly intoxicated 
and laying in middle of a road. Officer 
gave them a warning. Later both found 
laying in road again and cited 
PULITZER 
From Page 1 
musical talent hi' did not 
pursue it professionally 
because he could not see 
himself playing other peo- 
ple's music. 
I wanted to plan my own 
ideas because I like what I 
heard." I)e I'uesaid. "And at 
a University! hadthechance 
to study different types ol 
music as well as compose 
my own material." 
Asa result of not pursuing 
his talents professionally, I )e 
I'ue began to study many 
types of music in order to 
her (ime a professor. 
De I'ue retired from the 
University as a professor in 
the composition and histo- 
ry department in 1998, but 
music still never left as his 
passion. 
Tin insane when it comes 
to music because I have it in 
my head all the lime," De 
I'ue said. "If there isn't any 
music playing, I'll go crazy." 
De I'ue i-still composing 
music. 
Recently De I'ue was 
invited, in 2005. to the 
American Masters Concert 
Series by I he director, 
"The director knew ol my 
music and wanted me to 
prepare a .'ili minute com- 
position piece lor the whole 
evening, DePuesaM 
De I'ue said he was very 
busy putting together the 
composition pieces because 
it took him about it year to 
prepare for the concert on 
March 5,2006. 
"I wrote, orchestrated, 
and engraved the music 
and wrote all the poetry," 
De I'ue said. "It was all 
worth the time and bard 
work because the concert 
was a huge success." 
After the concert De I'ue 
went along with his life, 
but the director and board 
members from the concert 
could not forget his music 
"I was hit like a 
storm when I got 
word I was up for a 
Pulitzer Prize." 
Wallace De Pue | Composer 
composition that night. 
On Jan. 18,2007, the direc- 
tor and board members 
nominated De Pue's com- 
position piece, 'The Bird, 
Frog, and Tree Club,' for a 
Pulitzer Prize in music. 
De Pue was honored 
when the director contact- 
ed him to tell him the great 
news. 
"I was hit like a storm 
when I got word I was up 
for a Pulitzer Prize," De Pue 
said. 
Others say that De Pue 
deserves the nomination 
because he is a great com- 
poser. 
"He is a very gifted com- 
poser and a major part of my 
success asa conductor," said 
Paul Stanberry, a conductor 
for the Hamilton/Fairfield 
Symphony Orchestra. 
Stanberry was the con- 
ductor who conducted De 
Pue's composition piece 
thai is up for nomination 
and a former student of his. 
"Yeah he was my teacher 
for three years in music the- 
ory, honors music theory, 
and analysis during 1972 
to 1976 at iSGSU," Stanberry 
said. 
Stanberry said collaborat- 
ing with his former teacher 
was very interesting and 
emotional. 
"It was an interesting col- 
laboration because the roles 
were reversed; he was the 
pupil while I was the teach- 
er, this time because I gave 
him suggestions on how to 
simplify his piece during 
his creative process when 
he was putting it together 
for the event," Stanberry 
said. 
Preferred 
Properties Co. 
www.pretetredp'operliesco. com 
MAKE YOUR HOME AT: 
• Haven House Manor • Mini Mall Apts. 
• Fox Run Apts. • Triplex 
• Piedmont "Newly Renovated' • Houses 
• Updated Birchwood 
- small Dels allowed 
see our website or 
call for more details ^^■w^ 
^Ste Ofo>, 
sun                   S muunkwt   CHERRYWOOD 
UntOMBU               ^ pn EDEE    HEALTH SPA I il L C   •MrkHM 
SPACIOUS 
mannmH        ■ 111 | irillllll 
RMDCJldnr      • In Ut |ii:i 
IfhfttMM    -111.1 
BEDROOMS OFFICE HOURS 
Mon-Frl: 8-12 & 1-4:30 
vV     —-                       '     530 S Maple St    419-352-9378 
MY SANDWICHES 
ARE GOURMET 
BUI THE ONLY THING 
IS THE WAY I 
KISS 
AMERICA'S #1 SANDWICH DELIVERY 
1616E.W00STER 
419.352.7200 
WE 
DELIVER! 
t*I*Y IOW* JIMMY 
JOHNS 
REQUIRED 
From Page 1 
"I truly believe that stu- 
dents deserve the classes they 
are scheduled for, and I think 
most staff members consider 
those classes very valuable," 
Nieman said. 
There is no set attendance 
requirement for professors, 
Nieman explained, but if mul- 
tiple cancellations are brought 
to the attention of the depart- 
ments, irresponsibly cancel- 
ing may be reprimanded. 
"I definitely don't mind 
when classes are canceled, 
but if they cancel class more 
than they allow us in the syl- 
labus to skip, then we should 
put that in the evaluation 
and the department should 
take notice." said lohn Bises, 
junior. 
If the amount of class can- 
cellations a professor is mak- 
ing is something that needs 
to be immediately addressed, 
students can contact the aca- 
demic department of that fac- 
ulty member. 
"If students feel they are 
being shortchanged in any 
way, they can talk to the facul- 
ty member's department chair 
or inquire |in| the department 
of the faculty in question," 
Nieman said. 
And in this instance, short- 
changed can be meant liter- 
ally, in the form of dollars and 
cents. 
"If we're paying for the class, 
then that's not fair to the stu- 
dents when an instructor 
has multiple cancellations," 
Rachel Gluko, junior, said. 
Not only do class cancel- 
lations take away time, set 
aside for learning, it wastes 
hard earned and very valuable 
tuition money. 
The cost for one credit hour 
at the University for an Ohio 
resident is $444, making a 
three credit hour course cost 
$1,332. 
That means every time a 
professor makes a class can- 
cellation, $41 of tuition fees go 
down the drain. 
SHAWNOAWSS I IHfBGNEW 
BLOWING SNOW: Anna Harold, manager ol Village Geen apartments. Doug Harold 
and Scott Weber shovel snow at the apartment comple> so residents can get out. 
We're filling up fast...Get your apatment 
for next year before it's too late!!! 
Houses for Rent: 
II^Troup 
225 Lehman 
247 Summit 
702 Sixth 
702'/: Sixth 
704 Sixth 
704V2 Sixth 
Mid Am Manor 
Ml Third St. 
702 Third St. 
839 Fourth St. 
Am 
agement 
Charlestown Apts. 
710 Scott Hamilton 
730 Scott Hamilton 
Call to make an appointment today! 
Mid Am Management 
641 Third #4 BG 
352-4380 
SNOW 
From Page 1 
"The main problem 
last night was the 
wind blowing..." 
Bill Blair | Public Works Director 
Twentypublic works employees 
and three supervisors are work- 
ing 12-hour shifts to clear city 
roads, parking lots and sidewalks 
of snow, according to Bill Blair, 
public works director. Crews will 
continue to work through Friday 
at midnight. 
After streets are cleared, snow 
will be picked up and transported 
to the Wood County Fairgrounds, 
Blair said, where it may take until 
May for it to melt. 
"bur priority when we started 
was to keep the main thorough- 
fares open, VVooster and Main 
Streets leading to the hospital," 
Blair said. "The main passes are 
to get the roads open for vehicular 
traffic we then go pushing back' 
so the post office can deliver." 
According to Blair, the worst 
drifting happened in the south- 
west part of town. 
"The main problem last night 
was the wind blowing which real- 
ly piled up high on the streets." 
Blair said. "Now we're just dig- 
ging out." 
Blair warned that if residents 
do not clear their sidewalks with- 
in 24 hours of the storm ending, 
they could risk a civil infraction 
dim ion and a Ii ne of $40 to $50. In 
addition, cars parted on streets 
that are not moved risk being 
towed or plowed in with snow. 
Any attempts by residents 
to remove vehicles parked on 
streets, even non-designated 
snow streets, would be appreci- 
ated, according to Ixiri Tretter, 
city public information officer. 
In addition, city recycling ser- 
vices have been suspended until 
Friday. 
University Director of Media 
Relations Teri Sharp said yester- 
day afternoon that classes and 
all normal University operations 
would resume this morning. 
For continual updates from 
the University, call the BGSU 
Fmergency Phone Line at 372- 
SNOW, Fact Line at 372-2445 or 
check the BGSU home page. 
|H|ly| 
payable by cash, check, 
student bursar account 
or faculty/staff BG1 Card. 
Have you received your 
ft flu shot? 
OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF 
It is not too late! 
Walk-ins will be accepted in 
208 Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
Thursday, February 15 
9:30am to 12:30pm 
BGSU 
hearth service 
WELLNESS CONNECTION 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM CAMPUS Thursday. February 15.2007 3 
GET A LIFE 
CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
Some events taken from events bgsu odu 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Annual Undergraduate 
Art & Design Exhibition 
Dorothy Uber Bryan and Willard 
Wankelman Galleries 
SUSHI Thursday 
Kreischer. Chily's 8 the Union 
H:30 a.m.  2 p.m. 
Chef Lex from Veg 
Advantage 
Kreischer SunDial 
BG24 News 
Cable Channel 6 
7 p.m - rriidi 
Sail to Jamaica ■• 
Destinations Snack Bar 
Harshman 
7-W pm. 
International Film 
Series: "Facing 
Windows" 
Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall 
Visiting Writers Series: 
Nancy Lord 
Prout Chapel 
8 pm 
"Shifting Skins: Tales of 
Transformation" 
Eva Marie Saint Theater. 
University Hall 
Trumpet Ensemble 
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
9:15 p.m. 
Scholarship Training 
Session 
318 Union 
GETARIDDLL 
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'Mustache Club' busies students 
By William Hageman 
MCT 
ll is growing season at Cadeton 
College. 
The school's Mustache Club has 
sprung into action, with members 
continuing a time-honored cam- 
pus tradition. 
"I don'l know the exact year 
it started," said club co-president 
Willy (luenthner, a senior from 
Oak Park, III. "It gcx-s back six or 
seven years, I think." 
A club devoted to promoting 
the growth, appreciation and 
awareness of 'staches fits right in 
at Cadeton. The private liberal 
arts school in Northfield, Minn., 
also has clubs for croquet aficio- 
nados, fans of lindy hop danc- 
ing and redheads. There's also a 
group called the (lender Neutral 
Cheerboys. 
"Carleton students are a little 
like that, especially In the winter 
when it's cold and you're looking 
for something to entertain your- 
self," Guenthner said, referring 
to the Mustache Club, not those 
< lieerhoys. 
"I think it grew out of a sense of, 
what can we do for camaraderie's 
sake during the winter?" 
I le said it's too early to tell how 
many are in the club — that fuzzy 
guy you pass in the hall could be 
a member, or maybe he's just a 
guy with a broken razor — but last 
year there were about .r>0 students 
and a half-dozen faculty members 
involved. 
"Really, the size is determined 
when we have our annual mewl- 
ing." added Chicagoan lohn 
Kracum, a senior who has licen a 
club member for three years. "We 
expect more this year because last 
year there was a large group of 
underclassmen." 
(Tub membership stan- 
dards aren't particularly rigid; a 
minimum two weeks' growth is 
required to join. 
And let's have no whining about 
discrimination. Women can join 
loo. According to the rules, if a 
woman is willing to shave her 
face, excluding the upper lip area, 
she's in. 
Aside from keeping students' 
minds off more ponderous issues 
— classes, Northficld's 40-inch 
annual snowfall, a rebirth of the 
draft — the Mustache Club also 
lets them do some good. Money 
raised by the sale Or dub T-shins 
— there's a mustachioed smilcv 
face on the front — goes to a local 
organization that aids victims of 
domestic or child abuse and sex- 
ual assault. The mustache mania 
will reach its peak on March 11. At 
10 that night, the evening before 
finals slart, the school serves its 
annual late Night Breakfast in the 
dining hall. Hie club convenes 
in a comer, where the presidents 
deliver their State of the Mustache 
addresses and members get to 
show off what they've cultivated. 
"During most of the term. 
everybody just sort of grows facial 
hair and doesn't really trim or cre- 
ate a mustache," Guenthner said. 
"ISul ,il the Late Nighl Breakfast, 
people will do a Civil War mus- 
tache with long multonchops, or 
a Mini patch,ora PuManchuora 
handlebar mustache." 
"It's a lot of fun. It's not serious, 
obviously," Kracum said. 
"You can't go into it thinking 
we're pushing for mustache rights 
or anything. It's just a good way 
for people to get together and do 
something they wouldn't do nor- 
mally, lust a good, lighthearted 
experience." 
Interested in buying a T-shirt? 
Drop Willy Guenthner an e-mail 
at gucnthmvC" carleton.edu. 
Man, 43, dives into college swimming 
By J*rry Brewer 
MCT 
TACOMA, Wash. — Thev call him 
OklManTurc. 
Mike lurcolt is a 43-year-old 
college swimmer. I le has Speedos 
older than some of his team- 
mates. 
He has hair so thin Matt 
Ilasselbeck could appreciate it. 
with gray sprinkled through- 
out. His cell phone rings classi- 
cal music. His ginger gait alter 
a morning practice suggests 
soreness. 
Stroll Pacific Lutheran 
University's student center in 
search of Old Man lure, and you 
onlv need to sav vou're looking 
for Mike. 
"IVerybody knows Mike." the 
cashier lady in the cafeteria says. 
"I le's downstairs getting colTee." 
This weekend.a wild yet reward- 
ing period in Old Man lure's 
life comes to an end. I le's retir- 
ing from college swimming after 
one season. He's competing in 
the 200- and 400-yard individual 
medleys and the 1,650-yard free 
style at the Northwest Conference 
Championships, which continue 
through Sunday in Walla Walla. 
After that, he just wants to lie a 
dad/cop again. 
No more rising at 455 each 
morning to drive from Olympia 
to campus in time lor a 6 o'clock 
practice. No more hustling from 
practice to class to his job with 
the Washington State Patrol. No 
more working through lunch to 
finish up in lime to make an after- 
noon practice, No more balanc- 
ing fatherhood with school and 
athletics, 
"I've enjoyed every minute, 
even, moment," lurcolt Slid. "No 
regrets, I'm ready for ii to lx- over, 
though." 
Old Man lure swam only two 
years in high school, lie first 
attended Pacific Lutheran from 
1962-1965, but he didn't want to 
compete then. 
l-or 21 years, IurCOti stopped 
swimming competitively. He left 
college in I9&r> lo join the stale 
patrol In 2003. he hit the pool 
again lo gel in shape. I le started 
competing in Masters events. I le 
lost about 30 pounds. 
I wo years ago, he returned to 
PI.11. intent on finishing his soci- 
ology degree. I le added a physical 
TOM REESE     MCT PHOTO 
BACK IN THE WATER: Mfe Turcott. 45 
relumed lo Pacific Lutheran University alter 
20-pius years lo swim 
education minor and began tak- 
ing aquatics courses. Thai is how 
became «> know |im lohnson, the 
Pill swim coach. 
In Division III, the NCAA has no 
age restrictions. But Turcott need- 
ed to become a full-lime studenl 
lo compete. 
"Some people might think that's 
crazy." Old Man lure said, "but I 
had to do it." 
Low standards in schoo 
encourage six-year plan 
By Scott Travis 
MCT 
PORT LAUDERDALE, I la. 
— Forget about the four-year 
college student. At most South 
Florida universities, students 
are struggling to finish their 
educations in six years. 
Graduation rates al South 
Florida's colleges and univcrsi- 
tiestrailthestateandlhe nation. 
Only one major four-year insti- 
tution in South Florida, the 
University of Miami, has a six- 
year graduation rate above 50 
percent, according to the most 
recent figuresavailablefrom the 
schools and the National Center 
for Education Statistics. 
At Florida Atlantic University 
in Boca Raton. 37 percent 
finished in six years. Nova 
Southeastern in Davic had a 
graduation rate of 39 percent, 
A substantially smaller number 
of students finish in four years. 
with FAU among the lowest al 
Hi percent. 
"To graduate in four years, 
you have lo take 15 hours every 
semester and basically have 
no life," said FAU sophomore 
Kristi Digennaro. of Boca Raton, 
who expects to graduate in five 
years. "I take 12 to 14 hours a 
semester." 
But some education experts 
see ihis .is a problem. Students 
who spend five or more years in 
college end up with more debt 
and a smaller lifetime earning 
potential than those who get 
Out in four years, said Danetle 
Gerald, senior research associ- 
ate for the Education Trust, a 
research and policy organiza- 
tion based in Washington. I).('.. 
"We should be very con- 
cerned if students who enroll 
in our colleges have less than 
a l-in-2 chance of getting a 
degree in four years." she said. 
"Most don'l finish until five or 
six years, and of course many 
never finish al all. We need to 
ask Ourselves, are we sett ing our 
students up to be as successful 
as possible?" 
Educators say there are many 
reasons for these low numbers. 
Some students transfer to 
other colleges. Many students 
are noniradilional, fitting in a 
leu (lasses between work and 
family life. Some students can 
only afford to take a few classes 
al a time. Some schools have 
low admission standards and 
end up with a large number of 
Students who are unprepared 
for college. 
"We have a commitment 
lo open access," said Don 
Hosenblum, dean for the 
College of Arts and Sciences at 
Nova Southeastern University 
in Davie. Ha. 'We have a size- 
able noniradilional population 
— students who have not been 
in a university selling for 10 or 
15 years. Not all of them are 
going to be successful" I le also 
said many Students take core 
classes at Nova Southeastern, 
then complete their degrees 
elsewhere. 
National research has shown 
thai schools with higher admis- 
sion standards tend to have 
higher graduation rates. 
In addition, schools thai 
serve traditional IH- 10 22-year- 
old students have rales higher 
than those1 serving commuter 
or noniradilional sludenis. 
As a statewide system, the 
graduation rate for public uni- 
versities in Florida compares 
favorably with the nation's. 
4 COLOR • 2 COLOR •  1  COLOR 
BROCHURES •  BOOKLETS  « 
THE 
HUBBARD 
.COMPANY 
POSTERS • FLEERS • STATIONERY 
612 CLINTON STREET 
DEFIANCE, OHIO 43S12 
419-784-445S 
888-448-2227 
Fax 419-782-1662 
www.hubbardcompany.com I 
Contact Us Far Pncit 
FAST.  FRIENDLY SERVICE 
FREE RICK-UP & DELIVERY 
FTP Site for Fast File Transfers 
©H^DCgLl SODEPIPCLDLI© 
Convenient Online Shopping @ 
www. hubbardcompany. com 
Member or Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce. 
felcon Club & BGSU Presidents Club 
Is your car... 
READY FOR WINTER? 
MECHANICAL I OIL CHANGE 
Bj     Valued at $33.98 lor only 
; with Tire Rotation* 
!    r.k.20.9*30; or lOAiO Inclufl.rt 
Includes FREE Inspection 
sV~. lilUl L',.1   ■ ' 
INCLUDES 
Chassis Lubo | 
SUB 
FREE 
Fluid Top-offs' 
■•tw**n Chang*!. 
_   ; 
SUSHI THUftSPA/S 
"NOW FROM ONE END OF THE CAMPUS 
TO THE OTHER" 
FEATURED <§> KRElSCHeR, CHILES AND THB UNION 
AU. SUSHI IS $5.5*1 
STARTING @ « AM UNTIL, SUPPLy RUNS OUT 
CHO«C*S OF SUSHI wtdMsm. 
California Roll • California Roll Assortment 
California Roll Shrimp Combo  •  California Roll w/Tofu Poi 
California Roll w/Vegetables  •  California Spicy 
Halibut Roll • Vegetable Roll • Wasabi Shrimp \ 
Note: Sushi Selection vanes by location 
Included: GAS, HIGH Speed Internet and Private Shuttle 
Gas Bills 
stacking up? 
Kick them aside 8 
let us foot the bill! 
• 1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments 
■2 Swimming Pools 
■3 Laundromats 
■ 6,9 or 12 Month Leases 
' Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking 
■ 24 hour Emergency Maintenance 
WINTIIROP & SUMMIT TERRACE APIS. 
Office Located at 400 E. Napoleon Road 
(419)352-9135 
Email us: winthrop! gerdenich.com 
www.winthropterrace.com 
HOURS: 
Monday- Friday9:00am - 5:00pm 
Saturday Hours: 10:00am   2:00 pm 
"Yes, I am running! Yes, I am running hard and very fast and a lot 
SOOner than I ever thought!  - Rudy Giuliani, when asked Tuesday if he was 
running for president in 2008, from Time.com 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET  Doyou donate blood often? 
"No. I choose not to." 
BRIAN GOODSITE. 
Senior. Accounting 
"Yes. I've given blood 
four times." 
KYLIE BIGGERT 
Freshman. Evironmental 
Studies 
"I don't because I'm 
afraid of needles" 
JOELLEMAGERS. 
Freshman. Nursing 
Thursday. February IS. 2007 4 
"I donated it once, 
but got too scared 
after that" 
KYLE SHAW, Freshman. 
Pre-Med 
k VISIT US AT BGHEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question? Give us your 
feedback at bgnewscom. 
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Donating blood imperative, 
necessary to help save more lives 
/3k W    KRISTENVASAS 
Rilgi in: winds and billowing 
snow aren't the only things 
rampaging across campus 
these days. 
The changes in weather 
brings a wave of widespread 
infections, storming through 
classrooms and dormitories, 
merciless as to whom it decides 
to take. 
The recent flu-like symp- 
toms invading our campus 
seem to slop at nothing, no 
matter what preventions are 
taken to block them from 
invading our system. 
So why all the illness? 
Does it have to do with a 
lack of proper sanitary pro- 
cedures? Are some people's 
immune systems more com- 
petent at fighting infections 
than others? What about 
where we live? What we eat? 
Who we hang out with? 
Unfortunately, most of the 
students on a college campus, 
including ours, never take the 
time out of their busy college 
lives to get the answers to these 
routine questions. 
For most of us, our imme- 
diate answer to any health 
related question is simply to go 
to the doctor, list off our many 
complaints or ailments and 
receive an extraordinary pill or 
liquid which will have us back 
to our normal selves in a mat- 
ter of days. 
Simple, quick and effective. 
Nothing to it. 
But for some people out 
there, a swift and easy trip to 
the doctor's just won't cut it 
when it comes to medical ail- 
ments. Some of us need more 
than just a magical pill to make 
us feel better. 
But what happens when 
what we need to cure us is 
unavailable? 
For many Americans and 
others across the globe, this 
is the case every single day. 
A simple antibiotic or shot of 
penicillin will never cure or 
relieve some of the diseases or 
medical problems that thou- 
sands of people endure on a 
regular basis. 
However, some of these 
highly sought after treatments 
and medicines are really not 
thai hard to find. In fact, one 
of these desired substances 
can be found by simply prick- 
ing your very own arm, more 
frequently known as a blood 
donation. 
Blood donation is one of 
the most commonly forgot- 
ten types of "medication" 
by the average person in our 
society today. However, in 
reality, someone in America 
needs blood every two seconds 
that goes by, according to the 
American Red Cross. 
On top of that, approxi- 
mately 8 million volunteer 
blood donors donate about 12.6 
million units of whole blood 
in the United States each year, 
according to www.bloodcen- 
ters.org. 
Although this may seem 
like a relatively large number, 
consider that on any given day, 
approximately 34,000 units 
of red blood cells are needed. 
According to the above Web 
site, "more than 23 million 
units of blood components are 
used every year." 
Obviously, after compar- 
ing the statistics, it's appar- 
ent thai the need for blood is 
great, even with all the donors 
currently contributing to the 
cause. 
Perhaps one of the reasons 
why more of us choose not 
to donate is because many 
Americans don't know exactly 
where their blood is going and 
whom it is going to affect. 
Blood, although it is used for 
such extreme cases as cancer, 
anemia, leukemia and sickle 
cell disease, is also used in 
mundane procedures as well, 
such as replacing blood that 
was lost during a surgery or in 
an accident. 
Another proposed reason 
for the insufficient amount of 
blood donors can be linked 
to the implied discriminatory 
nature of the donation applica- 
tion that must be filled out in 
order to donate. 
The application prohibits 
blood donations from any man 
who has had sex with another 
man since 1977 for the rest of 
his life on the basis of spread- 
ing the blood transmitted dis- 
ease, HIV. 
I lowever, since June 2006, 
the Red Cross has been peti- 
tioning the government to 
revise these guidelines, accord- 
ing to the Washington Blade. 
The Red Cross joined the 
American Association of Blood 
Banks and America's Blood 
Centers in asking for guidelines 
that treal all donors equally as 
they now believe that improved 
HIV testing makes the current 
ban outdated. 
"There is newer and more 
accurate testing available," 
said Ryland Dodge, director of 
biomedical communication for 
the Red Cross in Washington, 
D.C. "We are in unison with the 
"Obviously, after 
comparing the 
statistics, it's 
apparent that the 
need for blood is 
great, even with all 
the donors currently 
contributing to the 
cause." 
other organizations in calling 
for new guidelines." 
Although this issue has not 
been resolved as of yet, the 
Red Cross plans on continu- 
ing their petitions in order to 
create equality among blood 
donors. 
While I realize that not 
everyone has the ability to 
donate blood to those who 
need it, it is imperative that 
those of us who do have that 
opportunity take advantage 
of it. 
I know that the idea of nee- 
dles and blood can make some 
people queasy and apprehen- 
sive, but in reality, the proce- 
dure is relatively painless and 
is over in a matter of minutes. 
Although spending four to 
six minutes of your time donat- 
ing will not end the current 
diseases spreading across our 
campus, your donation does 
have the possibility of saving 
the life of someone who may 
have perished without it. 
SendwmmentstoKristen Vasasat 
k6tev@bgsu.edu. 
STAFF EDITORIAL | CAMPUS CLOSURE 
University must 
improve policy on 
closing campus 
for severe weather 
The recent blizzard that hit Northwest Ohio all but shut down 
schools and businesses across the region. On local TV sta- 
tions, countless announcements scrolled by as schools 
closed down for Tuesday and Wednesday. Most of these announce- 
ments came early in the evening and continued on into the nighl. 
However, on bolh nights, the University gave no such early 
announcement of cancellation or even a delay, instead waiting 
until early in the morning to announce cancellations. 
According to the University's Severe Weather Closing Policy, 
"efforts will be made to notify media, send e-mail, and post Web 
announcements by 6:30 a.m. on the day of closing." While the poli- 
cy was put into action, it was not done so early enough. 
By 11 p.m. Tuesday, other colleges, such as the University of 
Findlay and Owens Community College, had cancelled all classes 
on Wednesday. The University of Toledo had already poslponed 
Wednesday's classes until 12 p.m., and then later cancelled for the 
remainder of the day. The decision for 
the University to close on Wednesday 
was not officially made until 5:30 a.m. 
Wednesday morning, according to the 
University Snow Hotline. 
The BG News staff feels that the 
University should determine whether 
campus will remain open or closed in a 
timely manner. The University should 
also make more of an effort to follow policy with contacting stu- 
dents in the event of a campus closure. 
The University placed a Web announcement on both Tuesday 
and Wednesday mornings, but it is not noticeable enough. A ban- 
ner at the top of the page stating that the campus was closed would 
be a better, more visible option than the small, orange circle located 
on the right side of the Web page. 
Other universities in Ohio, including Miami University, the 
University of Toledo and Ohio State University, placed announce- 
ments on their student Web sites or on Blackboard. However, no 
such announcement was placed by the University on MyBGSU. 
Instead, it was left up to individual departments, such as the 
College of Arts and Sciences, to post MyBGSU announcements of 
class cancellations. The University should take the initiative to post 
a Blackboard message informing students that campus is closed 
instead of waiting for individual departments to do so. 
Additionally, the University should send oul an e-mail to all stu- 
dents, staff, and faculty announcing the closure. This is included 
as part of the closing policy, but was not done on Tuesday or 
Wednesday. 
Most importantly, the University must decide at an earlier time 
whether to cancel classes or keep campus open. Opening the cam- 
pus at 12 p.m. until a later decision can be made, much like the 
University of Toledo decided on Tuesday night, would help ensure 
that roads are safe to travel on for commuter students. 
It would also be a benefit to students living on-campus, many 
of whom went to bed last night with no clue on whether campus 
would be open or closed. 
There is also the issue of safety for students who have to drive to 
campus. By making these students wait until early in the morning 
for news on campus closing, the University runs the risk of such 
students not finding out until after they have left. Announcing 
Tuesday night that classes were delayed until 12 p.m. or canceled all 
together would have saved commuting students from both hassle 
and potential danger on the snow-covered roads. 
By improving how early a campus closure is decided upon, and 
how it is announced to students, the University can save its stu- 
dents the stress and hassle of having to wait with uncertainty. 
K YOU DECIDE 
Would you rathe' 
have class canceled for snow 
or cold7 Send an e-mail to 
thenews^bgnewscom and 
tell us what you think, or post 
feedback on our Web site. 
CHECK THIS OUT: 
Love to write? Love to draw? Want to initiate change on cam- 
pus? 
The BG News Opinion staff is currently hiring columnists and 
editorial cartoonists. 
Intrigued? 
Send a 600-800 word test column or a sample cartoon to 
hoovama@bgsu.edu. 
THE BG NEWS 
HOLLY ABRAMS, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
210 West Hall 
Bowling Green State University 
Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966 
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com 
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com 
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606 
I 
LAREN WEBER, EXECUTIVE EDITOR 
CANDICE JONES, CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR 
LISA HALVERSTADT. CITY NEWS EDITOR 
ALISON KEMP, FEATURES EDITOR 
DAVE HERRERA, IN FOCUS EDITOR 
AMANDA HOOVER, OPINION EDITOR 
TIFFANY GORBY, COPY CHIEF 
JOHN TURNER, SPORTS EDITOR 
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t 
The BG News Submission Policy 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are 
to be fewer than 500 words. These 
are usually in response to a curent 
issue on the University's campus or 
the Bowling Green area. 
GUEST COLUMNS are longer 
pieces between 400 and 500 words. 
These are usually also in response 
to a current issue on the University's 
campus or the Bowling Green area. 
The maximum number ol submis- 
sions lor columns is two per month. 
POLICIES: Letters to the Editor 
and Guest Columns are printed 
as space on the Opinion Page 
permits. Additional Letters to the 
Editor or Guest Columns may be 
published online. Name, year and 
phone number should be included 
for verification purposes. Personal 
attacks, unverified information or 
anonymous submissions will not be 
printed. 
E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an 
attachment to th*news@bgn«ws. 
com with the sub|ect line matked 
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest 
Column." Only e-mailed letters 
and columns will be considered for 
pnnting. All letters are subject to 
review for length and clarity before 
printing. 
Opinion columns do not necessarily 
reflect the view of The BG News 
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Chicken is 
America's choice 
By Kalhy M.nw.il.r 
MCJ 
If we are what we eat, then 
America might be a nation of 
chickens. 
On average, consumers say 
they eat chicken five times in 
a two-week period, according 
to a 2006 National Chicken 
Council survey. Other research 
finds fried chicken has been the 
fastest-growing fast-food menu 
item over the past decade. 
No doubt it is popular, 
but fried chicken is far from 
healthy. A five-piece order of 
McDonald's Chicken Selects 
contains 630 calories and 33 fat 
grams. 
A more nutritious alternative 
is "un-frying" breaded chicken 
in the oven, but it can be tricky 
to find a method and recipe 
that mimics fried chicken. 
1 experimented with sev- 
eral recipes, then mixed and 
matched some of the tips and 
BRIAN CORN    MCI 
ALTERNATIVE CHOICE: Healthy 
chicken fingers opposed (o fried chicken. 
ingredients to come up with 
"un-fried" chicken that made 
my junk-food-loving taste buds 
happy. 
My version is based on a rec- 
ipe by Rosie Daley, former chef 
to Oprah Winfrey. 1 ler breading 
was fantastic, but it wouldn't 
slick well to the chicken with the 
yogurt coating she suggested. 
NYU has problem with 
unwanted visitors 
By Brady Donn.lly 
ll-Wins 
New York University will be 
working with the New York 
City Parks Department to help 
rid Washington Square Park of 
its escalating rat problem. This 
is in response to an increasing 
number of complaints from 
the local community. 
The university hopes to 
help eliminate the current rat 
population and preventing 
future infestations, with the 
university focusing on its own 
property and the city focusing 
on the park, said Alicia Hurley, 
associate vice president for 
government and community 
affairs. 
After consulting with the 
city, NYU has reassessed its 
own current pest-control and 
trash-removal processes, and 
recently hired a specialty con- 
tractor to design a more effec- 
tive approach, which includes 
"rodent-proofing" several 
university buildings by using 
sealants. 
The Parks Department 
recently hired an extermina- 
tor to place bait throughout 
the park, including the rat 
burrows. Though poison will 
not be placed directly in those 
areas, Parks Department 
spokesman Ashe Heardon said 
signs will be placed to notify 
park-goers who plan to bring 
their dogs to the dog run. 
BRAND NEW FOR 
FALL 2007 
CAMPBELL HILL APTS 
4 + 5 Bedroom Townhouses 
2 Full Baths, 2 Half Baths 
A/C, Microwave, Dishwasher 
$1650.°°/Mo + Utilities 
(Limit 6) 
BUFF APARTMENTS 
4 Bedroom Apartments 
2 Full Baths, A/C, D/W 
1 Block from Campus 
$1300.00/Mo + Utilities 
(Limit 4) 
445 E.Woostei 
BOWIHKI Green (IH 
4 5402 
419.352.0717 
^ris. Hours: MonTII 9anv5pm 
Sdlurd.iy 9dm-1 pin 
Low-dose birth control increases 
risk of fatal blood clots 
By Lizelh Cazares 
U-Wire 
DAVIS, Calif. —The public interest 
organization Public Citizens sen) 
a petition in early February urging 
the l-ood and Dnig Administration 
to ban the ihird-gencralion low- 
dose birth control pills. The) claim 
that these new contraceptive pills 
double the risk of potentially ratal 
blood clots, or thrombosis, in 
comparison to other pflb. 
According to Dr. Sidney Wolfe. 
director Of Public Citizens' 
research group, the new type of 
birth control usesaspedfk type of 
progesterone, rJesogestreL which 
increases the risk of fatal blood 
dots, In even,' 100,000 women 
who take low-estrogen birth con- 
In)! pills. :«) develop I)ICXKI clots 
compared lo 15 out of 100.000 
women who lake the regular-dose 
birth control pills. 
While second-generation pills 
thai do not contain desogestrej 
are still prescribed mon; often 
than those that do. approximately 
75 million prescriptions of these 
new birth control pills are tilled 
every year. 
"Vtfe estimate that hundreds oi 
women are affected  each year," 
Wolfe said. 
He said since sending the 
petition, the research group has 
received calls from three women 
who developed blood clots and 
suffered healih problems when 
taking birth control pills. 
Heart problems can be hidden 
By Nancy Churnin 
MCT 
DALLAS — It has been nine 
years since Brian Price played 
two hard-driving basket- 
ball games for Cistercian 
Preparatory School in Irving, 
Texas, went to a movie, slumped 
in his seat and died. 
No one knew he had long Q-T 
Syndrome, a form of arrhythmia 
thai could have been treated 
with medication effective in 90 
percent of affected people. 
He was 15 years old. 
Deaths of young, seem- 
ingly healthy athletes such as 
Brian are all the more tragic for 
being so unexpected, says Dr. 
William Scott, chief of cardiol- 
ogy at Children's Medical Center 
Dallas and a professor of pedi- 
atrics at the University of Texas 
Southwestern Medical (tenter. 
Scott is familiar with silent 
heart killers such as arrhyth- 
mias (abnormal heartbeats) 
and structural heart and artery 
defects, lie has helped many 
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ALWAYS REMEMBERED: Katharine Price (right) lost her 15-year-old son. Brian Pita 
(pictured ,it t ft) to heart disease She and her mom. Betty Glasheen (left) hold an annual 
fundraiser to raise money and awareness for heart disease in Dallas. Teuas. January 28.20O4 
patients who had warning 
signs, but he also has com- 
forted grieving parents whose 
child's first symptom turned 
out to he the last. 
In those cases, he tries 10 
counsel surviving family mem- 
bers to gel tested because these 
conditions usually are heredi- 
tary. 
"We try to make sure 11 is 
not a double tragedy by making 
sure that no one else is at risk." 
he says. 
While parents and teens need 
to be aware of potential hidden 
heart problems, ihey also should 
remember that Ihese conditions 
are rare, affecting as few as 1 in 
500 lo 10.000 people, he sav S. 
Drinking in 
moderation is 
healthy7 
By N.KII.I L.im.inti., 
J v. 
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. 
Could a beer a day keep the 
doctor away! Not necessarily 
but a pint a day isn't had for 
you, says Caleb Staton, head 
brewer al Bioomington, Ind.'s 
Upland Brewery. 
There is a widespread mis- 
concepdon about traditional 
beet being unhealthy, which 
Staton says is untrue if you 
drink it in moderation 
Because nutritional infor- 
mation is not required In law 
lo lie on the sides of alcohol 
containers, main people mis 
judge its dietary content. 
Some might be surprised 
thai  even  regular  beei   has 
healthful nutrients such as 
vitamin  K and  riboflavin 
which  helps the body break 
down carbs and produce red 
blood cells -- andean be good 
for you. 
Light beers have fewer calo- 
rics and fewer carbohydrates 
than regular beer. 
But is it really so much dif- 
leti'iil thai drinking only light 
beer will help students avoid 
the dreaded "beer belly?" 
Regular beer is actually rela- 
tively low in carbohydrates to 
begin with. 
A traditional 12 oz. Ixvr has 
about 13 grams of carbohy- 
drates ami about 146 calories, 
according to Diellacls.com. 
while 12 OZ. light beers have 
MX) calorics and live grams ol 
carbohydrates, 
light beers are created 
through fermenting out more 
of the maltose, or sugar, than 
traditional beer. 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
www.greenbriarrentah < om 
• Good Pay 
• Work at the Heart of the Campus 
• Build Your Resume 
• Great Facilities 
• Flexible Hours 
• Audio Visual Services 
• Building Services 
• Custodial Services 
• Information Center 
• Office Assistants 
• Event Planning Assistants 
• Photo ID Center 
Students seeking employment with the 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union will be 
required to attend an information session 
that will describe each position, pay rates, 
and expectations for working in the Student 
Union. Information sessions are the ONLY 
place that applications will be distributed... 
so tell your friends! 
» 
Information Sessions: 
Wed, Feb 21,9:15PM 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union Theatre 
Thur, Feb 22,9:15PM 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union Theatre 
We look forward to seeing you there! 
For more information on each of the positions 
listed above, visit us on the web at 
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Search and seizure case 
reaches Ohio Supreme Court 
COLUMBUS \l' llie Ohio 
supreme i oufl yesterday ordered 
alowercoun toreconsidei wheth- 
ei (levdand police legally entered 
a man's house in 2003. 
lna4-2 decision, justices said the 
Cuyahora Count] Common Pleas 
Court mould lake another It»>k 
at the case in light <ii ;i Ink de i 
sfcm In the US  supreme Grurt 
that made it easiei loi officers with 
search warrants to storm homes 
without knocking or waiting 
In the Ohio case, retry Oliver 
argued that when police execute 
;i search warrant thej must kniH-k 
mi the dour, announce their pur 
pose and identify themselves 
before thej fbrdblj come in, as 
they did when thej came into his 
home on March 22.2003. 
Police, who did knock on 
Olivers (linn, hut not no response 
and entered anvwav, inuiul a 
"The police in this case burst through 
the front door; the majority today sneaks 
through the jurisprudential back door, 
tacitly adopting the United States Supreme 
Court's decision." 
I J Supreme Court Justice 
large black hag containing mari- 
juana, a gun, S:i:it) and drug para- 
phernalia. 
Writing tor the majority, Ohio 
(Ihief lusticc I hoinas Mover said 
because ol the U.S. Supreme 
(nun's ruling, the issue is ibr the 
Icnvei court to divide. 
lusticc Paul Pfeifer wrote in a 
dissent that the key question in 
the case was whether the Ohio 
(onslitution provides more pro- 
uvtions to homeowners in search 
cases than the U.S. Constitution. 
"Hie police in this case burst 
throughthefiontdoor; the majority 
toda) •sneaks through the jurispru- 
dential back door, tacitly adopting 
the United States Supreme Court's 
decision." he wrote. 
Sign Your Lease 
for2007-2008Year! 
HEAT & CABLE INCLUDED! 
1520 Clough St. • 352-0164 
Office Hours: 9:00am- 4:30pm or visit us at www.universityapartments.us 
Costumed gunman kills five in 
Valentine's Day rampage 
By Debbie Hummel 
The Associated Press 
SALTLAKF.CITY— Most were 
there to buy Valentine's Day 
gifts. Mother and daughter, 
father and son, lovers. They 
were visiting a card shop and 
stopping for a bite to eat at 
Trolley Square. 
The outcome, however, had 
nothing to do with bliss: Five 
people were gunned down at 
random and four others were 
injured. 
"I cant believe this is 
happening," said lenny 
Campbell of Harrison, Ohio, 
near Cincinnati, whose sis- 
ter, Vanessa Quinn, 29, was 
killed. 
"She was saying Salt Like was 
the safest. ... She loved biking, 
running. She loved nature. She 
just loved Salt Lake," Campbell 
said of her sister, a Cincinnati 
native and a four-year letter- 
winner on the University of 
Cincinnati soccer team who 
DOUGLAS CPIZAC ! APPHOIO 
NO MORE CARDS: A worker paints a sheet of plywood as a temporary repair to a plate 
glass window that was shot out in a gilt store in Trolley Square mall A gunman shot and 
killed five people, wounding four more before being shot and killed by police in Salt Lake 
City. Utah this week. 
moved to Salt Lake City about 
five years ago. 
Besides Quinn, the other 
dead were Jeffrey P. Walker, 52, 
Kirsten Hinkley, 15, Teresa Ellis, 
29, and her boyfriend, Brad 
l-rantz, 24. 
Walkerand his son, Alan "A.|." 
Walker, 16, were shopping for 
gifts for women in the family. 
A.), described the gunman as 
"a man in a costume." Me is 
aware that his father was shot 
but on the advice of doctors will 
not be told of his death for a day 
or two, McDougal said. 
Republicans aim to cut estate tax, 
create incentive to retire in Ohio 
By Matt Lcingang 
The Associated Piess 
COLUMBUS — House 
Republican leaders said yes- 
terday they will push to either 
cut or eliminate Ohio's estate 
tax, which they believe is driv- 
ing residents to other states for 
retirement. 
The tax is levied on estates 
valued over $338,333 at the 
time of a person's death and 
before the property — real 
estate, stocks, automobiles or 
other tangible goods — is dis- 
tributed to heirs. If the estate is 
transferred to a spouse, no tax 
is due. 
Republicans said doing away 
with the estate tax is the next 
step in their plan to reform 
Ohio's tax code. 
"This sends a strong message 
that we want people to earn. 
"This sends a strong message that we want 
people to earn, live and invest in Ohio." 
Jon Husted | House Speaker 
live and invest in Ohio," said 
1 louse Speaker Ion Husted, R- 
Kettering. 
The estate tax raised $273 
million in fiscal year 2006. 
Under a state formula, 80 per- 
cent, or $219 million, was dis- 
persed to local governments 
and 20 percent, or $54 million, 
stayed with the state. 
Gov. Ted Strickland, a 
Democrat who is drafting his 
first two-year budget proposal, 
opposes the idea of cutting or 
eliminating the estate tax given 
Ohio's tight fiscal environment, 
spokesman Keith w said. 
Strickland said last month 
that growth in tax revenues will 
not meet expectations, leaving 
budget planners with between 
SI billion and $1.5 billion less 
than projected to spend on gov- 
ernment programs. 
In announcing their plan to 
do away with the estate tax, 
Republicans did not provide 
data showing that the tax is 
driving retirees out of the state. 
"We want to make Ohio coin- 
pet itive and remove any burden 
that might inhibit people from 
living here," said Karen Tabor, a 
spokesman for Husted. 
FREE MOVIE     Stranger 
than 
Fiction 
Friday- Feb. 16th 
Sunday- Feb. 18th 
206 Bowen-Thompson 
Student Union Theatre I 9:30PM 
Special early showing 
every Friday @ 6:30 PM 
www.bgsu.edu7studentiife/organization/uao/movies.html 
2 Bedrooms. 2 Baths. 2 People 
*28S.OO/mo.^ 
* Fully Furnished 
* Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal 
* 24 Hour Maintenance 
•On Site Laundry 
•NEXT TO CAMPUS... 
No Long Shuttle Waits 
NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2007* 
Buff, Ridge Manor Apts. 
Also ask about our rental rates at 
Frazee, 
& Field Manor 
445 t.wooster 
Bowling Green, OH 
43402 
419.352.0717 
Hours: 
Mon Fri 9am 5pm 
Saturday 9am Ipnt 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
www.greenbfurrentdls.coni 
L 
Vegetarian Sampling 
Thursday February 15th, 
at Hreischer Sundial 
11:30 am - 2:00 pm 
Chef Lex, from l/eg Advantage, 
will be demonstrating & 
sampling new vegetarian dishes. 
Carnivores welcomed! 
the, 
AcLwmtoMes VcgAdvantage.com 
\   y 
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SIDELINES 
SVIMMUIT MOT I tut MUSKJSSue 
SI SWIMSUIT ISSUE 
Singer to appear 
on cover of annual 
issue of Sports 
Illustrated 
R&B singer Beyonce 
Knowles will be on the 
cover of this year's Sports 
Illustrated Swimsuit Issue, 
making her the first non- 
athlete, non-model to dawn 
the cover of the yearly issue. 
See more | Page 8 
SCHEDULE 
TODAY 
Swimming: 
MAC Championships; I 
Day at Ypsilanti. Ml 
OUR CALL 
On the way up 
Ways to lose for BG: The 
men's basketball 
got a technical for 
Falcons fall to Buffalo in strange finish 
thinking the game ' 
was over. This one wasn't 
their fault in our opinion, just 
another bump in the road for 
these Falcons. 
On the way down 
The Boston Celtics: Even 
though they beat 
the injury-riddled 
Bucks tonight, their*. 
season will still fall further into 
the tank when they go on 
their West Coast trip after the 
All-Star Break. Does it count 
as a win if the East wins the 
All-Star Game? 
The List 
In honor of the snow days. 
The BG News presents the 
top five things to do on a 
snow day. 
1. Sleep: What is the point 
of being awake - no class, no 
work, might as well catch up 
on the shut-eye. 
2. Watch ESPN 
Classic Honestly, what is 
better than college basketball 
games from the '80s featuring 
guys like Michael Jordan, 
Patrick Ewing and Danny 
Ferry? 
3. Watch Star Wars: 
For some reason HBO has 
played these movies to the 
point of nausea this week 
and we are watching them 
because of snow days. 
4. Go sledding: If you 
can find a hill without the 
snow having been bbwn 
off, hit the slopes! This guy 
[below] has got the right idea. 
5. Play football: 
Pretend like it doesn't hurt as 
much to hit the ground when 
there's this much snow on it. 
By Bill Bord.wick 
Reporter 
Bizarre. 
That pretty much sums up 
the series of events that led to 
the BG men's basketball team 
losing to Buffalo 98-90 in over- 
time on Tuesday night. 
With BG leading 77-75, 
Buffalo appeared to lose the 
game when Parnell Smith's 
off-balance jumper missed 
everything as the shot clock 
and the game clock expired. 
"I told my guys, 'let's get in the shower 
and get out of here - there's a blizzard 
coming. And we have to drive through it 
five hours..." 
Dan Dakich I BG Coach 
The Falcons left the court and 
headed to the locker room 
believing that they had won. 
"1 told my guys, 'let's get in 
the shower and get out of here 
— there's a blizzard coming,'" 
said BG coach Dan Dakich, 
who said he would not bother 
appealing the outcome of the 
game. "And we have to drive 
through it five hours..." 
After checking with the 
television monitor, the three 
officials ruled that there was 
more time on the game clock 
as the shot clock expired and 
it was determined six-tenths of 
a second would be placed on 
the clock. 
Referee Ken Turner went to 
the BG locker room to inform 
Dakich and the rest of the team 
that the game was not over. 
See HEN | Page 8 
BOWLING GREEN 911 AKRON 46 
LEFT: Amber Flynn goei up lor a shot, f lynn finished the game 
with 11 points and four rebounds m 25 minutes. 
TOP: Ah Mann passes the ball in last night's game. Mann finished 
with nine points despite coming down with bronchitis this week 
BOTTOM: Ali Mann (left). Kate Achter (middle) and Liz 
Honeggei (tight) share a few laughs in last night's game 
MSONRENTNtR I THEBGNfWS 
Total domination 
BG outplays Akron in all aspects, rolls to a big victory to continue streaks 
¥4 
By Colin Wilson 
Assistant Sports Editor 
There aren't many ways to beat 
the BG women's basketball 
team. Giving up a 13-0 run to 
start the game is not one of 
them. The Falcons rolled over 
Akron 91-46 and dominated 
in every aspect of the game. 
It seemed as though the Zips 
didn't know what hit them right 
from the tip-off. 
"I thought the last few days 
we were well prepared in our 
practices and scouting reports, 
but they just made us look 
really bad tonight," said Akron 
coach lodi Kest. 
Akron, the last place team in 
the MAC East, came into the 
game winners of two of their 
last three, but showed few signs 
of life against BG. They shot 36 
percent from the field and made 
just 2-of-16 three-pointers. BG 
coach Curt Miller was pleased 
with his team's effort as 
every active player logged 
10 or more minutes. 
"Just what the doc- 
tor ordered tonight. 
"We were able to 
spread minutes out 
through the whole 
team." 
Curt Miller | BG Coach 
We were able to spread minutes 
out through the whole team," 
Miller said. "Everyone on our 
team scored more than five 
points tonight." 
The bench scored 41 points 
for the Falcons including 
three-pointers by Tara Breske 
and Laura Bugher, both were 
career-firsts. Their teammates 
were excited. 
"It's awesome. They're going 
to be great post players in this 
conference and for this team 
and continue the tradition once 
we're gone," said BG forward Ali 
Mann. 
Brekse logged 15minutesand 
scored nine points. The fresh- 
man practiced with the starters 
Tuesday because Ali Mann was 
at home with bronchitis. 
Mann struggled from the field 
but still managed to score seven 
points and pull down seven 
rebounds. Miller was not sur- 
prised that he wrote her name 
*. 
I 
on the scoresheet though. 
"She's the ultimate warrior. 
I knew if she was at all able to 
breathe that she would give it a 
go," he said. 
BG also had stellar play from 
the point guard position as 
Kate Achter scored 12 points 
and shared the ball well with 
seven assists, lasmine McCall 
came off the bench to add nine 
points three assists and two 
steals. Both players found lanes 
all game and took advantage of 
it with dribble penetration. The 
best statistic in the game for 
the Falcons was the turnover 
margin. BG turned the ball over 
a season-low seven times in the 
game. 
"That's one of the focuses 
on the game, is to have low 
turnovers and take care of the 
ball," said BG guard Megan 
Thorburn. "We try to work on 
that a lot and just make smart 
decisions." 
The Falcons continued their 
national-best, 29-game home 
winning streak with the victory as 
well as their 37-game MAC streak 
and their 16-game overall streak. 
Every Falcon scored at least five 
points. 
The Falcons will travel to 
Buffalo Saturday for a 5 p.m. 
game. 
GAME NOTES 
SHARING THE BALL BG 
has four players in double-fig- 
ures and all its players scored at 
least five points. 
EQUAL PLAYING TIME: 
The Falcons had every active 
player in for at least 10 minutes. 
Amber Flynn's 25 minutes were 
the highest. 
BEST IN THE NATION: BG 
continued its national-best 29- 
game home winning streak with 
last night's victory. 
SOME OTHER STREAKS: 
The Falcons also continued their 
37-game conference winning 
streak. 16-game overall winning 
streak and have now won 19 
straight games against Akron at 
Anderson Arena. 
PLAYING THROUGH 
ANYTHING: Ali Mann played 
in the game despite coming 
down with bronchitis early in the 
week. She has never missed a 
game for BG. 
QUOTABLE: "I just love this 
game and I love to play and 
I'm gonna be here for my team 
night in and night out no matter 
what it takes." Ali Mann. 
)0wiing 
team excels 
atBG 
By Adam Louis 
Reporter 
"We put the bowling in Bowling 
Green." says the official Myspace 
page of the BGSU Bowling Club. 
Established last year, the club 
has become one of the top 30 
teams in (he nation. 
Team member Phillip Savelli 
said the team formed when 
he and other bowlers became 
acquainted at Individual events 
"We all met up |at Bowling 
Greenl and figured out we had a 
good enough team to compete.'' 
Savelli said. 
The team placed third in its 
first tournament. 
"I think we've been better 
than expected," said head coach 
Bill Wammas. Wammas is also 
the proprietor of Al-Mar lanes, 
located at 1010 Main St. 
The team competes through- 
out the American Heartland 
Intercollegiate Conference, 
which consists of teams in 
the Midwest. They compete 
in Indianapolis at the lloosier 
Classic on Feb. 17. 
Each tournament's results 
figures into national rank- 
ings, which allows the teams to 
advance to larger-scale compe- 
titions. 
"Hopefully next year with 
the incoming freshmen, we 
might be able to have enough 
for a men's and women's team," 
Savelli said. 
The team is planning a raffle 
to raise money for a trip to the 
sectional tournament. The pri/.e 
will be a Cosmic Bowling Party 
at Al-Mar Lanes for 40 people. 
For more information regard- 
ing the team or raffle tick- 
ets, contact Phillip Savelli at 
psavell^bgnet.bgsu.edu or call 
Bill Wammas at Al-Mar lanes at 
419-352-4637. 
City built on 
gambling needs 
its own team 
By Tim Dahlberg 
The Associated Press 
LAS VEGAS — Nobody does a 
party like this gambling town, a 
big reason why the NBA picked 
it for an All-Star celebration 
diat threatens to add a new defi- 
nition to the word excess. There 
are so many A-list happenings on 
the glittering las Vegas Strip that 
Sunday's game seems almost an 
afterthought. 
It's the first time the NBA has 
held the annual exhibition in a city 
that doesn't have a team. Already 
there's talk about a renim All-Star 
appearance in a few years. 
What Las Vegas really wants, 
though, is something more per- 
manent — a team of its own. So 
far, the glitzy city hits struck out 
trying to land one from the four 
major sports. 
Las Vegas may have the biggest 
hotels in the world, including a S7 
billion resort complex under con- 
struction that other cities could 
never match. But it still looks with 
envy at more sedate places like 
Indianapolis that haw teams — 
and titles. 
"1 think las Vegas is the next 
great world city, and a compo- 
nent part of that has to be a major 
league team, be it NBA. NHL 
baseball or football," said Mayor 
Oscar Goodman. "That's what 
makes great American cities." 
A big part of the problem for 
Las Vegas is that other American 
cities weren't built on gambling. 
Other American cities don't have 
neighborhood casinos that make 
it as easy to bet on a game as it is 
to go to the supermarket for a gal- 
lon of milk 
Leagues already wary of (letting 
scandals are even more wary of 
committing a team to play in a 
place where betting is not only 
tolerated, but encouraged. 
"It's not about a moral crusade 
about gambling," NBA commis- 
sioner David Stern said when 
announcing the All-Star game 
would be in Las Vegas. "It's just 
about betting on basketball 
games." 
To land the AU-Star game, casi- 
See VEGAS | Page 8 
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Beyonce to be featured 
on SI swimsuit cover 
IDS ANGELES lyra Banks 
rnaritsamodelirig milestone next 
week, .mil is donning a decade- 
old bikmi to celebrate the special 
anniversary. 
Ten years ago, Hanks became 
the first black supermodel to 
appear alone on the cover of the 
Sports Illustrated swimsuit edi- 
tion. The 2007 edition, which 
has a musk theme, features 25- 
yeai old singer and Dreamgirls" 
actress Beyonce * »n the covei 
wearing a yellow-and-pink biki- 
ni. 
Sports Illustrated said Beyonce 
is the tirst nonmodel/nonathlete 
to appear as the main subject on 
the cover of the swimsuit issue. 
The inside of the magazine fea- 
tures scantily clad models pos- 
ing with Kanye West. Aerosmlth, 
Kenny (hesney. Gnarls Barkley 
and Panic! \t the Disco. A five- 
page spread  featuring model 
Anne Walilsvna was sluil at the 
Ihxkand Hoi I Hall ol lame and 
Museum in Cleveland. 
Hanks. 33, recently returned 
to the Bahamas to recreate the 
■.hoot that landed heron the cm- 
eted Sports Illustrated cover, even 
wearing the same nil polka dot 
bikini — with a few adjustments. 
I was about 140 pounds on 
that cover ... and I'm 161 now. 
the 5-foot-10 TV host told The 
Associated Press on Tuesday. "Id 
say I looked like a stripper when I 
put it on." 
Hanks, who retired from mod- 
eling in 2005, said some extra fab- 
ric was added to make the bikini 
a little less itsy-bitsy. 
"They covered the sides of my 
chest so that it wasn't so much 
hangin' out. And they put some 
extenders on t he sides of the biki- 
ni bottom so it fit.'' she said. 
I ,isi month. Hanks, who hosts 
the syndicated The Tyra Hanks 
Show" and the CW networks 
America's Next lop Model.'' 
was mocked on the Internet for 
unflattering photos showing her 
in a one piece bathing suit. 
In the AP Radio interview, 
Hanks said she considered 
going On a crash diet belore the 
Bahamas shoot to look the same 
as she did 1(1 years ago, but then 
thought better of it. 
VEGAS 
From Page 7 
no sports books agreed not to 
accept bets on it, a concession 
easily made since it's an exhi- 
bition that hardly anyone bets 
on anyway. The casinos, though, 
made it clear they won't do the 
same for an entire season. 
Goodman has made it his mis- 
sion in recent years to litre some 
sort of team to town, even going 
so far as to show up at baseball's 
winter meetings a few years ago 
with two showgirls and an FJvis 
Impersonator in tow. 
He's been rebuffed for both 
moral and financial reasons, but 
the last-growing city now hits a 
relatively affluent population of 
2 million and might eventually 
prove so attractive that it can't be 
ignored. 
Stem hasn't budged from bis 
insistence that there be no bet- 
ting on the NBA as a condition 
for any team to locate in Las 
Vegas. But he had no problem 
bringing the All-Star game to 
town and seems to have soft- 
ened his stance recently by say- 
ing it woukl be a decision made 
by the owners. 
At least one of those owners 
believes the NBA will lie in las 
Vegas in a few years. 
ML 
Management Inc. 
1045 IN. Main 7B 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
419-353-5800 
• Check out our Web Site for Specials and 
Pictures of apartments 
• Renting for 2007-2008 
• www.meccabg.com 
You Want it? We Got it! 
Apartments Available for Rent 
2007-2008 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
517 REED STREET -At Thurstin. 
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- S465 
One Year - One Person Rate - 5400 
707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom. 
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- S395 
One Year-One Person Rate-S350 
825 THIRD STREET Pets Allowed! 
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $465 
One Year - One Person Rate - $410 
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE 
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $385 
One Year - One Person Rate - $350 
839 SEVENTH STREET 
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $460 
One Year - One Person Rate - $395 
810-815 FOURTH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn, One bdrm. One Bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $435 
One Year - One Person Rate - $370 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
831 SEVENTH 
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity. 
School Year -Two Person Rate $560 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $485 
724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE 
Unfurnished, 11/2 baths, Dishwasher. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530 
402 HIGH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590 
One Year -Two Person Rate - $490 
835 FOURTH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490 
505 CLOUGH-Behind KMo's. 
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath SVanity. School 
Year - Two Person Rate- $630 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530 
EFFICIENCIES 
810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH; 
818 SEVENTH 
Furn, or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $565 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $475 
521 E. MERRY- Neat Olfenhauet 
Furn. or Unfurn. Two Bdrm. One Bath 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $655 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $565 
701 FOURTH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn,, Two bdrm. 
One bath w/Vanity in each bdrm. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520 
840-850 SIXTH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $650 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $540 
PETS ALLOWED AT: 
451 THURSTIN AVENUE 
Across the street from Oftenhauer 
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath, 
assigned parking and laundry in the building 
School Year - One Person Rate- $395 
One Year - One Person Rate - $365 
PETS ALLOWED with a $250 nonrefundable pet 
deposit in the following buildings: 
517 E. Reed Street 
403 High Street 
825 Third Street 
802 Sixth Street 
831 Seventh Street 
• Furnished or Unfurnished for Same Price 
• Water, Sewer, Trash are FREE 
640 Eighth Street 
841 Eighth Street 
725 Ninth Street 
733,755,777 Manville 
SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE 
May 12,2007 to August 4,2007 Noon 
We Still have a Selection of Houses Available for 2007-2008 
..-JOHN . 
NEWLOVE 
IZealStiatt, Inc. 
ii    ■ i•  ■• n MI ii : 
319 E. Wootter Street. Bowling Green. OH 
(Located Across From Taco Bell) 
Rental Office 419-354-2260 
Hows Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sat. 8:30-5:00 
*ww.|Ohnnewk)verealeslate com 
'We've got a place for everyone!' 
"I think within five years," said 
Gavin Maloof. whose family 
owns bodi the Sacramento Kings 
and the Palms hold-casino in 
las Vegas. "Certainly within the 
decade, absolutely. The city has 
too mucli going for it. It's very 
large, there's a lot of money here, 
there's a huge local population, 
and they love basketball." 
The NBA isn't the only league 
hesitant to commit. Baseball 
flirted with moving the Montreal 
Expos to the dry, but the bet- 
ting issue and a better offer 
prompted the league to choose 
Washington. DC, instead. 
The NFl. meanwhile, is so 
unfriendly to the dty that it won't 
even allow las Vegas to be men- 
tioned during the Super Bowl 
telecast, much less advertise on 
it. That policy apparently won't 
change under new commission- 
er Roger Coodell. 
"I think it's a real issue," 
(kxxlell said eariier this month 
at the Super Howl. "I have my 
personal views about gambling, 
and I don't think it's in the best 
interests of the NFL to have any 
association with sports betting." 
The city's best hope for the 
immediate future might be die 
NHL, which is struggling with 
both attendance and televi- 
sion ratings and doesn't appear 
nearly as dogmatic about bet- 
ting. 
Jackets fall to much 
improved Blues 4-2 
By Rusty Miller 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS— Manny Legace 
didn't know where the puck 
went, and the officials didn't 
see enough on tape to deter- 
mine that it was a goal. 
St. Louis rookie David 
Backes had his first two-goal 
game in the NHL, leading the 
Blues past the Columbus Blue 
lackets 4-2 on Wednesday 
night. But what could have 
been a go-ahead goal for 
Columbus was disallowed 
after a video review. 
With the score tied at 2-2 
at the 7:07 mark of the third 
period. Anson Carter's wrist 
shot from the right wing 
handcuffed Legace, who fell 
backward into the net with 
the puck rolling underneath 
him and apparently over the 
goal line. His leg blocked an 
overhead view of the puck, 
and after a review, it was ruled 
it was not a goal. 
"You guys should know bet- 
ter than I would. Didn't you 
see the replay?" Legace asked 
reporters. "I had no idea where 
the puck was. It went to Carter 
and he threw it at the net. It 
hit the side of the net. I felt it 
go under my right leg. I didn't 
know where it was." 
When referee Dave lackson 
waved off the goal, the result 
was booed by the crowd — 
which was sparse, likely due to 
snow and cold temperatures. 
"We never saw the puck 
cross the line at any time, 
which is why we initiated a 
review," lackson said. "The 
video was inconclusive, so the 
call stood." 
Three minutes later, Backes 
scored his second goal to give 
the Blues the lead for good. 
Playing in his 25th game, he 
notched his third and fourth 
goals — three coining in the 
last three contests. 
lay McClement streaked 
along the left boards with the 
puck before firing a backdoor, 
tape-to-tape pass that only 
required Backes to put his 
stick on the ice to score. 
MEN 
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Dakich claimed that Turner 
signaled to him that the game 
was over by waving his hands. 
"I did not see that," said 
Buffalo coach Reggie 
Witherspoon. "If there was a 
signal given, there's still the 
|television| monitor and you go 
to the monitor for situations like 
that." 
Witherspoon said he did not 
see Turner or the other two 
referees, D.|. Carstensen and 
Kevin O'Connell, indicate that 
the game was over. 
After a 10-minute delay, the 
Falcons were assessed a tech- 
nical foul for leaving the court 
early. Yassin Idbihi, who had 28 
points and 20 rebounds, calmly 
went to the line and sank two 
free throws to push the game 
into overtime. 
Dakich said he was not given 
a time limit to return. 
"How the hell do you take 
that from kids?" Dakich said. 
"Those three |referees|, what 
they did was wrong." 
After leading for virtually 
the entire game, BG faced the 
reality of heading to overtime 
in-game they thought they had 
won and hail already began to 
shower to beat the blizzard that 
was bearing down on the city of 
Buffalo. 
In overtime, the Falcons, still 
shaken from the events that 
lead to overtime, lost the five 
minute period 2M3 to lose the 
game bv a margin of eight at 98- 
90. The Bulls converted 10-of-12 
free throws in the final min- 
ute to seal the victory. Dakich 
was beside himself in the post- 
game. 
"Theyabsolutelyf--ingcheat- 
ed us," Dakich said. "I don't give 
a f—, we got cheated." 
The final minutes of regula- 
tion overshadowed some great 
individual performances on 
both teams. 
Idbihi's 28 points and 20 
rebounds were both career 
highs. His 2(1 rebounds was the 
eighth highest reboundingtotal 
in Buffalo school history. 
Eric Moore came off the 
bench and notched 24 points 
and had a key steal on Ryne 
llamblet to set up the Bulls' 
final play in regulation. 
llamblet paced the Falcons 
with 24 pointsand six rebounds. 
Nate Miller had a triple-double, 
scoring 20 points, grabbing 10 
rebounds and dishing out 10 
assists. Martin Samarco added 
17 points but shot just 6-of-26 
from the field. 
"I said to our guys in the 
locker room afterward that we 
did some good things and it 
kind of got swallowed up by 
what happened at the end of the 
game," Witherspoon said. "We 
have been on the wrong end of 
those games a lot when bizarre 
tilings happen. It's nice to be 
on the good end of an unusual 
ending." 
The Falcons will next be in 
action on Saturday as they travel 
to Morehead, Kentucky to take 
on Morehead State University 
as part of ESPN's Bracket Buster 
event. 
k ( 
Night Plight Pizza 
is dedicated to bringing 
you the freshest, most 
delicious pizza you have ever tasted. 
In keeping with true Italian traditions, all 
of our pizzas are entirely hand tossed and spun, 
an art form that has almost disappeared In the pizza 
Industry. We pride ourselves on being masters of 
dough tossing and spinning. This gives our pizza 
a rich textured body and 
crust that Is unmatchable by 
any modern mechanical dough 
pressing methods Night Flight Pizza 
uses all natural fresh Ingredients. Night 
Flight's secret dough and sauce recipe has 
been passed down for generations and our special 
100% real cheese blend ensures that your pizza 
experience with us will be one to remember. 
NIGHT FLIGHT 
PIZZA | M I | I I I | I I I | I M | I I I | I I I I I I I | I I | I I I | I I I|l I I | I I l| II I 
Home of the 747  BG's Biggest Pizza 
See «f a* 
www.campusmenus.com 
N 
FREE DELIVERY 
Call 373-9900 
1502E.Wooster 
- Corner of Wooster le Meroer - 
OPEN {4PM-LATE} 
mzzn 
(. 
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Race not an issue 
after lawsuit 
By Slav. Sikotalt 
The Associated Press 
RICHMOND, Va. — Race will 
not he used as a criterion for 
enrollment in more than two 
dozen urban journalism pro- 
grams nationwide under set- 
tlement of a lawsuit filed for a 
white high school student who 
was rejected. 
Dow (ones Newspaper Fund, 
which sponsors the programs, 
and other principals agreed 
to the settlement in return 
for the legal challenge being 
withdrawn by the Center for 
Individual Rights, both parties 
said yesterday. 
The center filed the class- 
action lawsuit in September 
on behalf of Emily Smith, 
16. She said she was accept- 
ed last spring to the Urban 
Journalism Workshop at 
Virginia Commonwealth 
University, but one week later 
was rejected after program 
sponsors learned she was 
white. 
TheseltlementrequiresVCU 
andothcrprogramsspon sored 
by Dow (ones to select stu- 
dents "without regard to race." 
The programs also agree to 
publicly acknowledge they 
will offer no preferential treat- 
ment or discriminate against 
any prospect "on the basis of 
race or ethnicity." 
Neither VCU. Dow Jones nor 
any of the principals admitted 
any wrongdoing. VCU agreed 
to pay S25.OO0 to Emily and 
her attorneys and admit her to 
the program next summer. 
"We're very happy with 
it," said Emily's mother, Jane 
Smith. Sheaddedshehad "little 
concern" about Emily's recep- 
tion at VCU. Emily isa junior at 
Monacan High School in sub- 
urban Chesterfield County. 
Terence Pell, president of the 
nonprofit Center for Individual 
Rights, said the challenge was 
based on U.S. Supreme Court 
rulings that have established 
that colleges cannot operate 
programs that exclude mem- 
bers of any ethnicity or race. 
The public interest law firm 
litigates "reverse discrimi- 
nation" cases and similar 
actions. 
"It's OK to target underrep- 
resented people. You just can't 
do this based on race," Pell 
said in an interview. 
Since 1984, VCU's College 
of Mass Communications 
has conducted the two-week 
summer journalism program 
during which students attend 
classes, live on campus and 
produce a newspaper. 
The program is intended to 
encourage minority students 
to pursue journalism careers. 
Pamela D. Lepley, a VCU 
spokeswoman, said the pro- 
gram would not change. 
"The program will continue 
and race-neutral criteria will 
be used by VCU in the selec- 
tion of participants," said Ray 
Kozakewicz, spokesman for 
Media General Inc.. which 
publishes the Richmond 
Times-Dispatch and is a spon- 
sor of the VCU program. 
While the programs in the 
past did emphasize minor- 
ity prospects, "scores of non- 
minorities have participated 
in the high school workshops," 
Dow lones said in a state- 
ment. 
Chrysler cuts workers 
By Tom Krish.r 
The Associated Press 
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. — For 
13,000 Chrysler workers, Feb. 
14 will now be known as the 
Valentine's Day massacre. 
Yesterday.Chrysler 
announced its long-awaited 
restructuring, which included 
a Hi percent reduction in its 
work force, shift reductions, 
a plant closing and a surprise 
hint that the plancould lead to 
a DaimlerChrysler divorce. 
The Chrysler plan calls 
for closing the company's 
Newark, Del., assembly plant, 
and reducing shifts at plants 
in Warren, Mich., and St. 
Louis. A parts distribution 
center that employs 100 work- 
ers in Streetsboro, southeast of 
Cleveland, will close this year, 
and reductions could occur at 
other plants that make com- 
ponents for those factories. 
Chrysler blamed the 
wrenching restructuring on 
poor sales after a shift in con- 
sumer taste from SUVs and 
trucks to more fuel-efficient 
vehicles. Workers blamed 
management. 
With Chrysler's job losses, 
the domestic auto industry 
has eliminated or proposed 
cutting 132,000 manufac- 
turing jobs at 64 U.S. plants 
since May 2005, said Sean 
McAlinden, chief economist 
and vice president of research 
at the nonprofit Center for 
Automotive Research in Ann 
Arbor. 
KEVIN G GILBERT 
HAZARDOUS DRIVING: A truck driver waits at a stoplight, behind a string or grimy icicles hanging from the roof of his cab on Wednesday morning in Waynesboto. Pa The overnight 
wintry mm created several inches of ice m the area. So far. the storm has been blamed for the deaths of 12 people and has left many businesses to fall below average for the holiday 
Husbands, boyfriends bailed 
out due to winter storm 
By Nahal Toosi 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK — Blowing snow 
and sleet glazed windshields and 
roads across the Northeast and the 
Midwest on yesterday, messing up 
Valentine's Day flower deliveries 
and wrecking couples' plans for 
romantic dinners. 
The storm grounded hundreds 
of flights and forced the closing 
of schools and businesses from 
Kentucky to Maine. Many of 
those stuck at home had no heat 
or lights because of blackouts that 
affected more than a quarter-mil- 
lion customers. 
"I'm just trying to figure 
out where to take my wife for 
Valentine's Day," said Skip Daniels, 
the emergency management 
director in Sussex County, N.J. 
At least 12 deaths were blamed 
on the huge Storm system. 
Blizzard warnings were post- 
ed for parts of New Hampshire, 
Massachusetts and Maine, 
where as much as 2 feet of snow 
was possible. 
The storm's cold, snow, sleet 
and rain made life difficult for 
Valentine's Day messengers. 
"Cold. Slippery. Nobody has 
their sidewalks sanded," said 
Caroline Roggero at Rose Petal 
Florist in Newport, R.I. They all 
want their delivery today." 
The storm was a convenient 
excuse for husbands and boy- 
friends who forgot to send 
flowers. 
Some delivery drivers got stuck 
on the mads. Flowers delivered to 
offices were turned away because 
the businesses were closed. And 
customers had to change their 
orders to have flowers delivered to 
homes instead of places of work. 
"We're hopingpeople will under- 
stand we're doing the best we can 
do," said l^t lanis at Dwyer Florist 
in Northampton, Mass. 
The 15,000-member Society 
of American Florists says 
Valentine's Day accounts for 
more than a third of annual sales. 
Spokeswoman lennifer Sparks 
said most florists have four- 
wheel drive vehicles, and many 
tried to deliver flowers early. 
Americans were predicted to 
spend 516.9 billion this Feb. 11. 
according to the National Retail 
Federation's annual Valentine's 
Day survey. More than 4.r> per- 
cent of consumers planned an 
evening out. 
Iiligio Dil'aola, owner of 
Spennato's Restaurant in 
Northfiekl, Ohio — a good place 
for a romantic dinner with its 
low lighting, intimate tables, lace 
tablecloths, Italian wine and mari- 
nara sauce — was not expecting 
much of a Valentine's Day crowd, 
not with 15 inches of snow on the 
ground and the temperature in 
Die single digits. 
"We are dead," he said, his heav- 
ily Italian-accented voice dripping 
with disappoinnnent. "No one's 
on the roads. We don't expect any- 
thing tonight. It's very bad news 
— this was a big day for us. Now it 
will be way below average." 
Vermont's state government 
ordered all nonessential employ- 
ees home after noon, the New 
York Capitol in Albany came to a 
near-halt,and some Pennsylvania 
state workers were told to stay 
home. Maine's governor declared 
a state of emergency to ensure 
deliveries of heating oil, and New 
York's governor activated the 
National Guard. 
In upstate New York, more than 
a fool of snow had fallen by mid- 
day in llerkimer County in the 
Adirondacks, and up to 3 feet of 
snow was possible. But the bnint 
Of the stonn bypassed towns near 
the east end of lake Ontario that 
had been buried by 10 feet and 
mote of lake-effect snow over the 
past week. 
It was too cold and snowy even 
to make snow angels. Syracuse 
school officials had planned 
to try setting a world record for 
most snow angels in one place 
on Thursday but postponed the 
effort, citing the weather. 
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THE HOTTEST INT IIU TOWN 
STOP   IN   TO   TOUR   AND   SEE   WHY! 
irni rKifc'l 
-.<       '' ■•'»' 
•^    B 
/- 
Office Hours: 
Mondov     Fiidoy 
I 
II      :    : . 
•Priuate shuttle to & from campus 
•2 resort style pools & 2 oversized Jacuzzis 
■3 high pressure tanning domes 
HUGE 24 hr fitness center 
■Washer & dryer in every apartment 
Free internet in every bedroom 
TH* £HCLW£ APARTMENTS 
Leasing up fast for Fall 2007 
877.819.6802 
i • www ICQUBOED Titwfa i 
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THE BG NEWS SUDOKU 
6      5 9 3 7   2 
3 
2 8 6 1 
8 9 3 7   1 
3 5 9 
 
5 2 8 9 
7 6 2 
9 3 8 6 
6 2 9 7 8   4 
SUDOKO 
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9.There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve 
fr 8 £ 
L S 9 
I   6   I 
L 6 I 
8 I £ 
S   9  * 
I 9 S 
V I 6 
8   L   £ 
6 £ 8 
9 V I 
1.1 s 
I   I  S 
6 8 L 
t>   E   9 
9   t   L 
5 E   I 
6 I   8 
S   I   » 
£   9   6 
8   Z   L 
9 L 8 
I   S   I 
£   P   6 
£   6   I 
L 8 f 
I    5    9 
Create and solve your 
Sudoku puzzles for FREE. 
PRIZESUDOKUco, 
wmmmm 
*1.99 
Spicy Chicken or 
Crispy Fish Combo 
lauinkiiiHiiUwumiiWir 
Coupon valid Feb. 12 • Mar. 4 
OPEN III MIDNIGHT OR LATER 
FREE 
Screamer 
Your choke Chicken or Fish 
■ ■IRMKiSnBfIMHillia.nl 
Coupon valid Feb. 13 ■ Mar. 4 
SM » <• <tMH '# <*c ■"• r» Xn o* c Bear: v*} t 
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FREE 
Kids Meal 
MMprtMilil».tM>«3ia.ira 
Coupon valid Feb. 12 ■ Mar. 4 
FREE 
Burger 
■ a ma. * i aaff aw I a a. ro 
Coupon valid Feb. 12 ■ Mar. 4 
Sm bv v coon *j <K act a*, MI *t a omn «c a 
MfWaVr; COWS yr, Lrt 1 xxo W 3fTD- 'M "91 
Sws * v KJJK va <wc •*- n rw fr y 7i... 
The Above Coupons valid February 12 Throuah March 4 
*1.99 FREE 
3&8XE& !   Screamer 
i aoaulitan• inuiMM■««■*!' I     v•u, d*"" Chkken or Fish 
MMMMatrtar. Waa.MililaaalMKlilBa.ra 
Coupon >aHd Mar, 5 • Apr. 1 ,       Coupon valid Mar. 5 • Apr. 1 
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FREE ! FREE 
Kids Meal 
W a ir*. «i J» iB.nan.ro 
Coupon valid Mar. S   Apr. 1 
ammo® 
Burger 
•»BB«M« i war BB naaar* 
Coupon valid Mar S   Apr. 1 
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The Above Coupons Valid March 5 Throuah April  l 
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Coin depicts famous lovers 
By Robert Barr 
The Associated Press 
LONDON — So maybe Mark 
Antony loved Cleopatra for her 
mind. 
Thai is the conclusion being 
drawn by academics at Britain's 
University of Newcastle from a 
Roman denarius coin which 
depicts the celebrated queen 
of ligypt as a sharp-nosed, 
thin-lipped woma n with a pro - 
trudingchin. 
In short, a fair match for 
the hook-nosed, thick-necked 
Mark Antony on the other side 
of the coin, which went on 
public display yesterday at the 
university's Shefton Museum. 
The image on the coin is far 
from being that of Hlizabcth 
Taylor and Richard Burton,'' 
said Lindsay Allason-lones, 
director of archaeologi- 
cal museums at the univer- 
sity, recalling the lOb.'t film 
"Cleopatra." which ignited 
the tempestuous romance 
between the two stars. 
The notion that Cleopatra 
was not in Taylor's league was 
hailed as a revelation in British 
newspapers on Valentine's 
Day. though the image is hard- 
ly a discovery. 
Replicas of the denarius can 
be found on eBay, and images 
on other ancient coins are no 
more flattering. 
Cleopatra's legend hasgrown 
over the centuries. 
Plutarch, in the "Life of 
Antony" written a century 
after the great romance, said of 
SCOIT H(M>EU     
ONE FOR THE COLLECTION: Trie imago o( Cleopatra on the silver denarius dated to 
52BC. is displayed at Newcastle University Newcastle. England. 
Cleopatra: "Her actual beauty, 
it is said, was not in itself so 
remarkable that none could he 
compared with her." 
"But the contact ol her pres- 
ence, if you lived with her, was 
Irresistible; the attraction of 
her person, joining with the 
charm of her conversation, and 
the character thai attended all 
she said or did, Was Something 
bewitching. It was a pleasure 
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Services Offered 
163 South Main Street 
Bowling Green 
Management Inc. 
Renting for 
2007/2008 
Call 353-5800 or 
Visit Us Online at 
www.meccabq.com 
Have a few places 
open NOW 
HillsdalcApts. 
1082 Fairview Ave. 
t & 2 bdrm Apis or 3 bdrm Twnh. 
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal 
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm) 
Air Conditioning 
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle 
"Ask about internet discount 
ECCA 
Findlay Pike AptS. 
111/113 FindUy Pk Portage, OH 
Large 2&3 bdrm Apts. 
Efficiency Garage for 1 Vehicle 
Starting at S475/mo. + Utilities 
Only Moments from B.G.! 
Evergreen Apts. 
215E.Po«Rd. 
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom 
Efficiencies 
Laundry on Site 
BGSU Bus Route 
Only 15 minute walk to campus! 
HainzsiU Apts. 
710-652 N. Enterprise 
1 & 2 Beedrooms 
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm 
Walking distance to campus! 
Management Inc. 
Stop by the Office 
at104SN.MainSt.or 
Check Us Out at 
www.meccabg.com 
for full listing, 
prices, & pictures! 
NOT [2] 
Sanderson Stables 
A Professional Equestrian Facility 
& Riding Academy 
Lessons. Web Based Distance 
Learning. Training. Workbooks. 
& Educ Activities Since 1982 
We provide credit & 
non-credit courses covering 
100. 200 & 300 levels. 
Trail riding, contesting and more 
Contact us at 419-655-2253 or 
www.sandersonstables.com 
mfo@sandersonstables.com 
BUT [3] 
Gyros 
Every %-^ J [) £) 
Thursday      ^^^ 
SOUTH 
SIDE 
41SM2KM.7J7S Maina •«™KMIOKMCOT 
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only $485! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch 
• Private entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 
• Pets welcome! 
 FREE HEAT  
% s 
—mow 
AP*»TMINTt 
—n ■' ■ ] 
N 
t 
VARSITY SQUARE 
apartments 
419-353-7715 t£r 
THE 
TANNING 
CENTER 
ierw^ BC £r«e 1980 
32 Rooms fluailable!! 
No Hidden Fees No Credit Card Required 
THE HEAT 
904 E Wooster      5 beds. 1 booth 
419-352-3588       closest to campus 
S0UTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT 
993 S Main 5 beis 2 bo0|hs 
419-353-8826        appl a¥ai|ab|e 
THE WASH HOUSE 
248 N. Main 17 beds. 2 booths 
419-354-1559        no appt. needed 
NEW CUSTOMERS 
2 VISITS FOR $5 
One lime purchase 
One Standard 
OnePreowr 111. 32117 
3 MONTHS 
in the standard beds 
THATSOHIVK1 
PFH UOHtH AND l*F 
PAY THE TAXI 
rodumptio 
DIALOGUES OF 
TUP. CARMELITES 
Performed in English 
Bowling Green State University 
College of Musical Arts 
Bowling Green Opera Theater 
presents 
DIALOGUES OF 
THE CARMELITES 
by Francis Poulenc 
Friday, February 23 at 7:30 p.m. 
Sunday, February 25 at 3 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
Geoffrey Stephenson. stage director 
Emily Freeman Brown, music director of opera 
Tickets: $8 students & Sr. CM. & $10 adults 
For ticket information, call 419-372-8177 or 800-589-2224 
Center box office is open weekdays from noon to 6 p.m. 
BGSU 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by %MJ 
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ACROSS 
merely to hear the sound of 
her voice." 
Chaucer, writing In the 14th 
century, described her as "fair 
as is the rose in May." 
Shakespeare outdid them 
all: "Age cannot wither her, 
nor custom stale her infinite 
variety; other women cloy the 
appetites they feed, but she 
makes hungry where most she- 
satisfies." 
1 Jazz glossolalia 
2 Seize 
3 Ron in Mayberry 
4 " Miniver" 
5 Relating to fish 
6 Gravelly 
7. Voice range 
8 "Buitetfield 8" writer 
9 Goddess of lolly 
10 Dismount 
11 Leader in a field 
12 Jacket or collar type 
13 Fender flaw 
18 Holm and McKellen 
22 Gillette blade 
23 London art gallery 
25 Super-duper 
26 Type ol transit 
27 "Christ Stopped at _" 
28 Turns a profit 
29 Marshy lowland 
30 Push roughly 
31 Keyed in 
33 Physician Emily or 
Elizabeth 
36 Bakery purchase 
37 Bnny septet 
39 Welles role 
40 Irish moonshine whis 
keys 
42 Step cautiously 
43 Go wherever 
45 Brownish orange 
46 Greek Cupid 
47 Lie in wait 
49 Relative of etc. 
50 Needle case 
51 Holds title to 
52 Snack 
54 Actress Benaderet 
55 As we speak 
1 Trample on 
6 Hindu ruler 
10 Mimicked 
14 Italian isle 
15 Frequently 
16 After curlew 
17 Start of a Henny Youngman quip 
19 Graphics image 
20 Driver's peg 
21 Poultry choice 
22 Representative 
23 Lilliputian 
24 Solemn vows 
26 Supplies with new troops 
29 Part 2 of quip 
32 Slack off 
33 Bob Hope film. "Call Me _" 
34 Quaker's possessive 
35 Nudge 
36 Loud, raucous noise 
37 Telegraphic period 
38 _-de-France 
39 _ Lumpur. Malaysia 
40 Source of irritation 
41 Part 3 of quip 
43 Bellowed 
44 Belorussian city 
45 Toddlers 
46 Run off to wed 
48 Drive erratically 
50 Geologic unit ot time 
53 Litter weakling 
54 End of quip 
56 Hydrox alternative 
57 Joie de vivre 
58 People, places and things 
59 Hebrides isle 
60 Pact partner 
61 Rustle 
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PASTA & SUBS 
1432 E. Wooster, 86 
(419) 352-4663 
-delivery iviilible- 
ours: Ham - 9pm Mondiy- Saturday 
Delivery llam-9pm Monday - Saturday 
Travel Help Wanted For Rent 
Sexy, Slinky. Sunny. Sipping.Sloppy 
Swimming, Splashing Sensational 
Spring Break Savings...only with 
Sun Splash Tours. 20 years experi- 
ence, the experts @ 1800-426-7710 
or check out the HOT DEALS @ 
www.sunsplastitouts.com 
Personals 
"COME SEE THE FABULOUS 
LIFEOFALPHIPHI" 
March 20 S 21 from 8:00 - 10:00 pm 
Need a Fundraislng Idea? 
Sell Custom Silicone Bracelets 
Just SO.24 ea - Resell for $4 - $5! 
www.circlebracelels.cofn 
No-limit Texas Hold'em 
Saturday. February 24. 2007 
Elk's Lodge. 200 Campbell Hill 
hripyAournwavYartispace.com 
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS 
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS 
Want people willing to learn & work 
on wood floors including gym floors. 
Starting when school is out for the 
summer until the miodle of August. 
Work consists of operating equip- 
ment, including floor buffers & floor 
sanding machines. Also measuring, 
laying out & painting game lines & 
art work & applying gym floor finish. 
We will thoroughly tram you in all 
phases of the work. Job pays $8 per 
hour. You can expect between 40- 
50 hours per week. Hours can be 
flexible. Must be punctual & reliable 
& willing to accept responsibility. 
Please contact Joe Koch, 419-340- 
6270 or fax resume to 419-825-1714 
3 bdm. house. Close to BGSU 
Ofl-street parking. W/D. AC. One-2 
bdrm   apt. oft street pkg  Close to 
BGSU. All avail Aug  15. 2007 419- 
352-4773. 419-601-3225 (cell). 
3-4 Bedroom House $900 month 
Avail. May 2007. 640 S. Summit St. 
Call 419-308-9905 
Apts S Houses 07 -08 
419-353-8206 
www fiterentals com 
For Rent 
For Sale 
Snack and Soda Locations 
Member ot BBB and Chamber 
260-347-5840 
Help Wanted 
IBARTENDING! up to $300'day No 
exp. necessary. Training provided. 
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174. 
Earn $2500- monthly and more 
to type simple ads online. 
www.DataAdEntry.com 
eurbdance 
party* 
fridayfebruaryDl^ 
l|FM     I*"' 
blacK swamp pub 
KWCN-THOHPUW STUDENT U«K>N 
* m$& * 
Open lo ALL BGSU Students 
"Rooms $199.00 Mo. * 2 bdrm. 
avail. Now low as $399.00 mo. TV. 
07-08 Rentals Houses 8 Apts. going 
fast. 1 sem. avail, all next to camus. 
S5 Web. close to flowntn. Call 419- 
353-0325 9am-9prrvlisting 24/7 316 
Merry 3. Updated listing 
@ca rtyrentals.com 
07 - 08 School Year 
1.2 & 3 bedroom apts. available. 
For more info call 419-354-9740. 
1 bedroom on 7th St. $420 month 
No utilities. Available 4-1-07. 
419-287-4337. 
1 bedroom unlurnished. $380 mo. * 
electric. Short lease, available Feb 
1. For more info, call 354-9740. 
1 bedroom, as low as $399.00 
419-352-0590. 
1 roommate needed now until May. 
Campbell Hill $325 mo. + utilities. 
260-241-1534 
2 bdrm. apt. 4th St. $525 month ♦ 
utilities. Available immediately. & for 
fall. Call 419-409-1110. 
2 bedrooms on 7th   St. W/D, $650 
mo plus utilities. Available May 1st. 
419-287-4337. 
2 BR duplex, private parking, patio, 
clean, quiet, close. $540/mo. + util. 
419-352-1104. 
3 bdrm apt. recently remodeled, 
small pets allowed for 2007-2008. 
sch. yr.Please call 419-308-3525. 
Highland Management 
1 & 2 bedroom apartment 
2 bedrooms available now 
419-354-6036 
www.bghighlandmgmt.com 
HousesApts for 07-08 school year 
12 month leases only 
S. Smith Contracting. LLC 
419-352-8917- 532 Manville Ave 
Office open 10 -2M - F 
www.bgapartments.com 
Quiet tenants preferred 
Ivywood Apts. 1 bedroom & studios. 
First month free. Restrictions apply 
419-352-7691 
Large 1 bedroom close to campus 
129 S. College, good shape. $400 
mo. Aug lease. 419-352-9392. 
Large 5 bdrm. zoned for 5. 2 baths. 
large yard, w/d. no pets, 
$1200 month • util. Avail. August. 
Large 3 bdrm. new house, sky- 
lights, w/d. quiet area, very nice, 
no pets. Avail August. 
Call: 419-353-0326 
Lg 2 BR modem townhouse. spiral 
staircase, vaulted ceilings, new 
kitchens & bath, garage, AC $700 
mo. Call 419-352-1104. 
Male has a furnished room for rent 
with freedom ol house. $225 mo. 
$100 deposit. 419-354-6117. 
MARTEN RENTALS 
710 7th St. 2 bdrm unfurnished. 
AC/free heat 704 5th St. 2 bdrm 
furnished. Prices start at $510. 
352-3445 Hrs 9-9. 
Newly remodeled house 4-5 bdim.. 
2 bath, close to dntown. & campus. 
May or Aug. lease. $1500 mo. plus 
utiities. 419-340-2500. 
Summer Subleaser Needed. 
2 bedrooms, $425 per month * utils. 
801 5th St. Call: 419.601.2404. 
ie Newlove Family 
507 & S2S E. MERRY ST.: 
Large 2 bedroom/one bath 
apartments. Close to campus. 
Laundry on site. S560*electric 
per month. 
128 W. WOOSTER DIE: 
1 bedroom apartments above 
downtown business. Tenant pays 
electric. $310 to $360 per month. 
114 S. MAIN ST: 
■ ■ 
CHECK     IT    OUT 
■■ 
117 N. MAIN. ST.: 
1 bedroom unfurnished 
apartments. Laundry facilities. 
Located above 
downtown business. 
315 1/2  S. MAIN ST.: 
2 bedroom unfurnished upper 
apartment. Tenant pays all 
utilities. Available May. 
NEWIWE 
Rentals 
332 South Main Street 
Bowling Giprn Ohio   43402 
419 352 5620 
www newtovoiunt.ils com 
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oin cepicts famous overs 
By Robert Ii . 
LONDON So maybe Mark 
Vnlom loved i leopaira for hei 
mind 
I h.ii is [In-1 om lusion being 
draw n l>\ academicsai Id itain's 
University ol Newcastle from a 
Roman denarius coin which 
depii is ihe i elebrated queen 
ni I K\ pi as .1 sharp nosed 
i hin-lipped woman with a pro 
truding I Inn 
In short, a tail match lor 
i In- hook nosed, «11i« k net ked 
Mark \nlon\ on the othet side 
ot IIH- iinn. which went on 
publii display yesterday at the 
university's Shefton Museum, 
I lit- image on the coin is far 
from being that ol I lizabeth 
layloi and Richard Burton 
said I indsay \llason-lones 
directoi ol archaeologi 
iill museums at tin- univei 
sii\. recalling the 1903 film 
'Cleopatra," which ignited 
ilir tempestuous romant v 
between the two siatv 
I he notion that < leopaira 
was not in layloi's league was 
hailed as.i revelation in British 
newspapers mi Valentine's 
l).i\. ihough Ihe image is hard 
ly a discovery, 
Replicas ot ihe denarius can 
lie found on eBay, .mil images 
on oilii'i .mi iini coins arc no 
more flattering. 
Clcopatra'slegendhasgrown 
over thecentui ies. 
Plutarch, in the "Life ol 
Antony" written ,i century 
after the great romance, saidol 
Ms 
163 S.iutli Mam Srreci 
Bowline * ireen 
Management Inc. 
Renting for 
2007/2008 
Call 353-5800 or 
Visit Us Online at 
www.meccabq.com 
Have a few places 
open NOW 
HillsdaleAptS. 
1082FairviewAve. 
t & 2 bdrm Apts ot 1 bdrm Twnh 
Dishwasher & Gatbage Disposal 
Washer & Dryets (in 2/3 bdrm 
Air Conditioning 
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle 
"Ask about internet discount 
Findlay Pike Apts. 
111/111 Findlay Pk Portage, OH 
Large 2 & J bdrm Apts, 
Efficiency Garage (or 1 Vehicle 
Starting at $475 mo. * Utilities 
Only Moments from B.G.! 
Evergreen Apts. 
215E.PoeRd. 
Large I or 2 Bedroom 
Efficiencies 
Laundry on Site 
BGSU Bus Route 
Only IS minute walk to campus! 
Heinzsite Apts, 
710-652 N. Enterprise 
1 & 2 Beedrooms 
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm 
Walking distance to campus! 
Management inc. 
Stop by the Office 
at 1045 N. Main St. or 
Check Us Out at 
www.meccabq com 
for full listing, 
prices, & pictures' 
SCOII HEPPtLl 
ONE FOR THE COLLECTION 
i leopaira: 11< i uc Dial beauty. 
ii is said, was not in itsell so 
remarkable thai nofic i ould be 
i ompared niih her." 
"Iini ihe i ontaci ol her prcs- 
eni c il you lived \\ ilh her, ivas 
irresistible; Ihe altrai lion ol 
lii'i person, joining '.inli the 
charm ol her conversation, and 
the i haractei thai attended .ill 
she s,i II I oi 11 ui. was something 
bewiti hing. Ii was ,i pleasure 
The BG News 
Classified Ads 
419 -372-6977 
■ 
■ 
■ ' 
Services Offered 
NOT 1 
NOT   2 
Sanderson Stables 
A Professional Equestrian Facility 
& Riding Academy 
Lessons, Web Based Distance 
Learning, Training Workbooks. 
& Educ Activities Since 1982 
We provide credit & 
non-credit courses covering 
100. 200 & 300 levels 
Tr,-K nding. contesting and more 
Contact us at 419-655 2253 or 
www sandersonstabies.com 
mfo@sandersonstables.com 
BUT   3 
Gyros 
Every   y~^ J -J J 
Thursday 
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only $485! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch 
• Private entrance 
• Patio 
■ Spacious kitchen 
• Pets welcome! 
-FREE  HEAT- 
VABSITr SQUANt 
□ N t 
VARSITY SQUARE 
apartments 
419-353-7715 t=* 
f THE TANNING CENTER NEW CUSTOMERS 2 VISITS FOR S5 ■ ■ ■■   . ■ W '9££ em 3 ?0 0/ 
32 Rooms fluailable!! 
No Pndden Fees  No Credit Card Required 
THE HEAT 
5 beds.1 booth 
419- 352-33A8       closes! lo campus 
S0UTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT 
993 S Mam 5 beds. 2 boolhs 
419-353 8826        app, aBaUab|e 
THE WASH HOUSE 
248 M Main 17 beds. 2 boolhs 
1559        no appl needed 
3 MONTHS 
in the standard beds 
$69 TMAItt 0*1 Y$i3 PER UQNTH ANP \Wf PAr I HI  TAX' 
"I 2 28 0; 
25% Oil! 
sacrifice 
redemption 
DIALOGUES OF 
THE CARMELITES 
Performed in English 
Bowling Green State University 
College ot Musical Arts 
Bowling Green Opera Theater 
presents 
DIALOGUES OF 
THE CARMELITES 
by Francis Poulenc 
Friday, February 23 at 7:30 p.m. 
Sunday, February 25 at 3 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
Geoffrey Stephenson. stage director 
Emily Freeman Brown, music director of opera 
Tickets: S8 students 8 Sr. Cit. & S10 adults 
For ticket information, call 419-372-8177 or 800-589-2224 
Center box office is open weekdays from noon to 6 p.m. 
BGSU 
piprjedett0s 
ACROSS 
mcrcl) in hear Ihe sound ol 
her voii e." 
Chaucer, writing in the 14th 
century, described her as "lair 
as is ihe rose in May." 
Shakespeare outdid them 
.ill: "Age can not wither her, 
inn custom stale her infinite 
variety: other women cloy the 
appetites thej feed. Inn she 
makes hungry where most she 
satisfies." 
1 Jazz glossolalia 
2 Seize 
3 Ron in Mayberry 
4 "_   Miniver" 
5 Relating to fish 
6 Gravelly 
7 Voice range 
8 Butterlield 8" writer 
9 Goddess ol folly 
10 Dismount 
11 Leader in a field 
12 Jacket or collar lype 
13 Fender Haw 
18 Holm and McKellen 
?? Gillette blade 
23 London art gallery 
25 Super-duper 
26 Type of transit 
27 "Christ Stopped at _" 
28 Turns a profit 
29 Marshy lowland 
30 Push roughly 
31 Keyed m 
33 Physician Emily or 
Elizabeth 
36 Bakery purchase 
37 Briny septet 
39 Welles role 
40 Irish moonshine whis 
keys 
42 Step cautiously 
43 Go wherever 
45 Brownish orange 
46 Greek Cupid 
47 Lie in wait 
49 Relative ol etc. 
50 Needle case 
51 Holds title lo 
52 Snack 
54 Actress Benaderet 
55 As we speak 
I Trample on 
6 Hindu ruler 
10 Mimicked 
14 Italian isle 
15 Frequently 
16 After curlew 
17 Start ol a Henny Youngman quip 
19 Graphics image 
20 Driver's peg 
21 Poultry choice 
22 Representative 
23 Lilliputian 
24 Solemn vows 
26 Supplies with new troops 
29 Part 2 of quip 
32 Slack off 
33 Bob Hope film. "Call Me    ' 
34 Quaker's possessive 
35 Nudge 
36 Loud, raucous noise 
37 Telegraphic period 
38 -de-France 
39 .    Lumpur. Malaysia 
40 Source of irritation 
41 Part 3 of quip 
43 Bellowed 
44 Belorussian city 
45 Toddlers 
46 Run off to wed 
48 Drive erratically 
50 Geologic unit ol time 
53 Litter weakling 
54 End of quip 
56 Hydrox alternative 
57 Joie de vivre 
58 People, places and things 
59 Hebrides isle 
60 Pact partner 
61 Rustle 
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PASTA & SUBS 
1432 E. booster. BG 
(419) 352-4663 
-delivery available• 
Hours: Ham    9pm Monday- Saturday 
Delivery Ham 9pm Monday    Saturday 
Travel Help Wanted For Rent 
Sexy. Slinky. Sunny. Sipping.Sloppy 
Swimming. Splashing Sensational 
Spring Break Savings only with 
Sun Splash Tours. 20 yeais expen 
ence. Ihe experts @ 1800 426 7710 
or check out Ihe HOT DEALS @ 
www.suns 
Per ils 
COME SEE THE FABULOUS 
LIFE OFAIPHI PHI 
March 20 8 21 Irom 8:00    10 00 pni 
Need a Fundraising Idea? 
Sell Custom Sihcone Bracelets 
Jusl $0.24 ea - Resell lor S4 - $5' 
wywcirclepiacelels com 
No-limit Texas Hold'em 
Saturday February 24. 2007 
Elk's Lodge. 200 Campbell Hill 
I'llp   lourney.awardspace.com 
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS 
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS 
Want people willing lo learn & work 
on wood Hoors including gym lloois 
Starting when school is out lor the 
summer until the middle ol August 
Work consists ot operating equip- 
ment, including Hoor buflers & floor 
sanding machines Also measuring, 
laying out & painting game lines & 
art work & applying gym Hoor finish 
We will thoroughly tram you in all 
phases ol Ihe work Job pays $8 per 
hour You can expect between 40- 
50 hours per week. Hours can be 
llexible Musi be punctual & reliable 
& willing to accept responsibility 
Please contacl Joe Koch. 419-340 
6270 or lax resume lo 419-825-1714 
3 bdm house Close lo BGSU 
Otf-stree! parking. W D AC   One 2 
odim  apt  o« stn el pkg   Close lo 
BGSU All avail Aug  15.2007 419- 
352 4773  419-601 3225 i,.i 
3-4 Bedroom House $900 month 
May 2007 640 S Summit SI 
Call 419-308 9905 
Apts 8 Houses 07 -08 
419-353 8206 
www titerentals com 
Highland Management 
1 8 2 bedroom apartment 
2 bedrooms available now 
419-354-6036 
www bghighlandmgmt.com 
For Rent 
For Sale 
Snack and Soda Locations 
Member of BBB and Chamber 
260-347-5840 
Help Wanted 
BARTENDING1 up to $300 day No 
exp necessary. Training provided 
Call 800-965-6520 exl  174 
Earn $2500. monthly and more 
lo type simple ads online. 
www DalaAdEntry com 
eurbdance 
party 
fridayfebruaryt 
I   I ■ ' i      |AM 
black swamp pub 
eowiM IHOIHON HUMPH UNION 
Bring your Student ID 
Open to ALL BGSU Students 
"Rooms $199.00 Mo . 2 bdrm 
avail. Now low as $399.00 mo TV 
0708 Rentals Houses & Apts going 
fast 1 sem avail all next to camus 
S5 Web. close lo downtn Call 419 
353 0325 9am-9pm listing 24 7 316 
Merry 3. Updated listing 
@canyrentals com 
07 - 08 School Year 
1.2 & 3 bedroom apis, available. 
For more info call 419-354-9740. 
I bedroom on 7th St. $420 month 
No utilities Available 4-1-07. 
419-287 4337 
1 bedroom unfurnished $380 mo . 
eleclnc. Short lease, available Feb 
1 For more mlo. call 354-9740 
1 bedroom, as low as $399 00 
419-352-0590. 
1 roommate needed now until May. 
Campbell Hill $325 mo.. utilities 
260-241-1534 
2 bdrm apt 4th St. $525 month . 
utilities Available immediately 8 for 
tall. Call 419-409-1110. 
2 bedrooms on 7th   St. WD. $650 
mo. plus utilities. Available May 1st 
419-287-4337. 
Houses Apts lor 07-08 school year 
12 month leases only 
S Smith Contracting. LLC 
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave 
Office open 10   2M    F 
www bgapartmenls com 
Quiet tenants prelerred 
Ivywood Apis  1 bedroom & studios 
First month free. Restrictions apply 
419-352-7691 
Large 1 bedroom close to campus 
129 S College, good shape. $400 
mo. Aug. lease 419-352-9392 
Large 5 bdrm. zoned tor 5. 2 baths 
large yard, w d. no pets. 
$1200 month . util Avail. August 
Large 3 bdrm new house, sky- 
lights, w d. quiet area, very nice, 
no pels Avail Augusl 
Call: 419-353-0326 
Lg 2 BR modern lownhouse. spiral 
staircase, vaulted ceilings, new 
kitchens & bath, garage. A C $700 
mo. Call 419-352-1104. 
Male has a lurnished room tor rent 
with freedom ol house $225 mo. 
$100 deposit 419-354-6117. 
MARTEN RENTALS 
710 7th St. 2 bdrm unfurnished. 
AC free heat 704 5th St. 2 bdrm 
furnished. Prices start at $510 
352-3445 Hrs 9-9. 
2 BR duplex, private parking, patio, 
clean, quiet, close. $540 mo. . util. 
419-352-1104. 
3 bdrm apt. recently remodeled, 
small pels allowed for 2007-2008 
sch yr Please call 419-308-3525 
Newly remodeled house 4-5 bdrm . 
2 bath, close to dnlown & campus. 
May or Aug. lease. $1500 mo. plus 
ulnties 419-340-2500 
Summer Subleaser Needed 
2 bedrooms. $425 per month . ulils. 
801 5th Si Call: 419.601.2404. 
•y ■     .■■■■ I -. 
Join the Newlove Family 
507 ft 525 E. MERRY ST.: 
Large 2 bedroom/one bath 
apartments. Close to campus. 
Laundry on site. S560+electnc 
per month. 
128 W. WOOSTER D & E: 
I bedroom apartments above 
downtown business. Tenant pays 
electric. S310 to $360 per month. 
114 S. MAIN ST: 
1 bedroom unlurmshecl 
apartments. Located above 
downtown business. Each 
apartment is unique. Cats ok 
$345 to S390 per month. 
CHECK     IT    OUT 117 N. MAIN. ST.: 
1 bedroom unfurnished 
apartments. Laundry facilities. 
Located above 
downtown business. 
315 1/2  S. MAIN ST.: 
2 bedroom unfurnished upper 
apartment. Tenant pays all 
utilities. Available May. 
NEWI9VE 
Rentals 
332 South Main Street 
Bowling Green Ohio. 43402 
419.352.S620 
www.newloverentals.com 
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CHELCI HOWARD 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
Welcome to the first edition of the 
Gavel for 2007. 
The Greeks have already hit the 
road running this semester. 
Greek awards were held and 
rightfully congratulated those 
chapters who have exuded 
excellence in the past year. 
The Gavel congratulates everyone 
who was honored at Greek awards 
and encourages you to keep the 
momentum going for next year. 
As the temperatures fall and the 
pi|X's in the sorority or fraternity 
bouse make loud noises at 9 a.m., 
trust me, I lived through it for two 
years, it is easy to find alternative 
activities to going to class. 
However, it is important to 
persevere. Throw your lettered 
hoodie on and fight the Bowling 
Green wind that practically can cut 
you in half. Ixx>k on the bright side, 
at least you can be identified should 
this occur! 
As of today, seniors have 78 days 
until May graduation. That includes 
weekends, breaks and holidays. 
Now is the time to get a start on 
the dreaded job hunt. However, 
being Greek provides advantages 
that non- Greeks aren't as privy to. 
ALUMNI! 
The definition of alumni is 
someone who has graduated from 
college, has a job and wants to help 
you! 
Only 20 percent of jobs are 
advertised. Using my quick math 
skills, that means that 80 percent 
of jobs are not made aware to the 
general public. 
NER 
This is where networking comes 
in. Networking is the best way to get 
the job you want and being Greek 
gives you a network of thousands 
of people who have access to your 
dream job. 
For those of you who aren't going 
to graduate yet, don't worry! You 
can still work on landing the dream 
job of your choice. 
Throughout my BGSU career, 
I have been honored to complete 
five internships. I am finding as I 
apply for jobs, there are still people 
who have done more internships 
and have better experiences than I 
have. I find that quite scary! 
It is so important to start early. 
Check with your alumni base to 
see if there are any internships or 
co-ops in your area. Visit Web sites 
and ask family and friends if they 
have any good ideas. 
The resources we have on campus 
are exceptional. The career center 
and the co-op/intemship office is 
willing and able to help you with 
your job seeking needs. Use them! 
In Greek Unity, 
Chelci 
HAVE A PASSION FOR GREEK LIFE? 
THE GAVEL IS A MONTHLY 
CAMPUS PUBLICATION WITH COVERAGE 
FOCUSED ISSUES, EVENTS AND PEOPLE OF 
SPECIFIC INTEREST AND CONCERN TO THE 
SOCIAL FRATERNITY AND SORORITY SYSTEM AT 
BOWLING GRFEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
CONTACT THE GAVEL BY EMAIL AT BGGAVEL@HOTMAIL.COM 
OR PICK UP AN APPLICATION IN WEST HALL 202! 
WRITE FOR THE GAVEL! 
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w GREEK GRADS SHOW PROMISE 
ASHLEV HOWARD 
REPORTER 
Each year, the division of Greek 
Affairs welcomes new Graduate 
Students to not only to the 
program, but to our family as 
well. 
This year, Greeks lucky to 
have five new Grads from across 
the country to help in different 
areas of the Greek Community. 
Sarah Decker comes 
to BGSU from Ohio 
University where she got her 
undergraduate degrees in both 
Spanish and Education. She 
currently is assisting with the 
National Pan-Hellenic Council 
and Greek Week. 
Decker chose Bowling Green 
State University because she 
said, "It was the best fit for me 
and offered the best education 
in the field of College Student 
Personnel." 
Working with the 
Interfraternity Council this year 
is Steve Lerer. 
He comes to from Rutgers, 
the State University of New 
Jersey. 
Like Decker, he also double 
majored, but in the fields of 
criminal justice and psychology. 
"My favorite part of becoming 
a member of the Bowling Green 
community are the many 
talented students that I am able 
to work with on a daily basis, 
and of course, the incredible 
Blizzards at Dairy Queen," 
I.erer said. 
Kevin Lipine is working 
with the Scholarship and 
Assessment area of Greek 
Affairs. 
Lipine attended North Central 
College as an undergraduate 
where he received degrees 
in Mathematics, Secondary 
Education and Organizational 
Leadership. 
He said his favorite part 
about the University is working 
with the fun staff and chose 
this community because it 
was "a quality group of people, 
doing great things for Student 
Affairs." 
Assisting with the areas of 
Health and Wellness, as well 
as, Staff Recruitment and 
Development is Daniel Miller. 
A ' 
Have you received your 
ft   flu shot? 
payable by cash, check, 
student bursar account 
or faculty/staff BG1 Card. 
OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF 
It is not too late! 
Walk-ins will be accepted in 
208 Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
Thursday, February 15 
9:30am to 12:30pm 
BGSU 
health service 
WELLNESS CONNECTION 
Miller received his 
undergraduate degree in 
Advertising from the University 
of Florida; which he still 
remains a die-hard fan. 
It is obvious Miller brings 
the comic relief to the group 
when he said that it was the 
"great weather and calm winds" 
that brought him to BGSU, in 
which he then stated that BG 
had "much better weather than 
Florida." 
This not to mention his 
favorite part of Bowling Green 
is the cheap gas. 
Last, but certainly not least, 
is Laurel Ffcffcr. who is 
working with Public Relations 
and Recruitment. 
Pfeffer earned her degree 
in Journalism, with a locus in 
Public Relations from Ball State 
University. 
"I chose BGSl' because of its 
impeccable reputation and the 
feeling of collaboration and 
support I saw during my 
interview days. I knew this was 
the program for me," Pfeffer 
said. 
Each of these five individuals 
bring different styles of 
leadership, experiences, and 
knowledge; which in turn will 
help the Greek program grow 
and flourish into something 
even bigger than it already is. 
They show dedication 
and desire to the program, 
day in and day out, putting 
in countless hours to other 
staff members, and most 
importantly, the students. 
"My favorite part of ISCiSl 
is meeting great person after 
great person and making sonic 
friendships I know will last for a 
long time," Decker said. 
"I love working with the 
amazing Greek staff in the Fish 
Nest, but also love working with 
the students. Students at BG are 
so involved and dedicated and 
it really keeps me in touch with 
why I love this profession so 
much," Pfeffer concluded. 
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IED FOR CHARITY 
ALPHA OMICRON PI GETS PIED FOR THE ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION 
KATIE VAN METER 
REPORTER 
If you were walking past the 
Union Oval last semester, you 
may have seen something a 
little out of the ordinary. 
The women of Alpha Omicron 
Pi were there with a hig white 
board with red letters that said 
"AOII" and featured a hole cut 
out in the center of the "O." 
The ladies used this board as 
a part of their charity event to 
earn money for the important 
charity of the Arthritis 
Foundation, which helps raise 
money for American youth who 
struggle with arthritis. 
Each AOII member pre-sold 
$10 worth of tickets; each ticket 
costing one dollar or six tickets 
costing five dollars. 
The tickets could also be 
purchased at the actual event, 
where members of the chapter 
allowed ticket purchasers to 
hurl a pic in the direction of 
their face. 
On Oct. 16, 2006 the 
members, with a borrowed 
pie board from the University 
of Toledo Alpha Omicron Pi 
chapter, turned on some music 
and allowed the "pieing" to 
begin. 
Ticket holders flocked to the 
event and were able to choose 
any one of the girls to shove a 
cream pie in her face. 
"A lot of the new girls got 
pied," said Kali Neundorfer, who 
was in charge of the fund raiser. 
Some of the girls pied that 
day were Shelby Shaw, Kelsy 
Focht, Monica Flores and 
Megan Stimac. 
By the end of the day the 
members of Alpha Omicron Pi 
successfully raised $578.00 for 
the Arthritis Foundation and 
both the pie-crs and the pie-ees 
had a great time in the process. 
For more information about 
the Alpha Omicron Pi's Arthritis 
Foundation, visit the Web site at 
aoiifoundation.org. 
PIED FOR ARTHRITIS: Members of Alpha Omicron Pi celebrate their succeslui 
philanthropy. "AOPI in the Face' The event raised about $600 
RESIDENTIAL FAREWELL 
KAT FISH, FORMER PANHELLENIC PRESIDENT, REFLECTS ON HER TERM AND HER GREEK LIFE 
K AT FISH 
GUEST COLUMNIST 
As I look back on my Greek 
FAperience at BGSU, representing 
the Panhellenic community as 
president is one < >f my greatest 
honors. 
When I joined Sigma Kappa in 
the fall of 2002,1 never would 
have thought I would hold such a 
distinguished position on campus. 
I was aiming close to the end of 
my term as my chapters' president, 
when I decided to take a bigger step 
by running tor Panhellenic President 
Once I was elected, I knew I had 
to fill some pretty big shoes and I 
was excited to work with the other 
women who were elected. When I 
finally began my term I was slightly 
Overwhelmed with the amount 
of meetings and duties that! had 
representing the council. 
As the year went on these meetings 
became second nature and the duties 
of president continued to grow. 
One of the first challenges as 
president was forming an executive 
board that was comfortable with one 
another. 
The women that I had the chance 
to work with this past year definitely 
did not have trouble making this 
happen. 
All of us came from entirely 
different chapters but we were able 
to come together for our one main 
reason, to unit)' the Panhellenic 
community. 
With this goal in mind, the 
council too began participating in 
Panhellenic sisterhoods. 
These sisterhi rods paired two 
chapters together for a night of 
philanthropy or sisterhood fun. 
Some of the chapters came up with 
the events such as Pumpkin Carving, 
Karaoke Night or Movie Night. 
Greek life in general has been the 
biggest influence on developing my 
leadership skills. 
By being Panhellenic President, I 
feel I've matured and also enhanced 
my professional relationships 
with many BGSU faculty arid 
administration. 
A big part of being the president 
was representing the council in 
numerous meetings within the 
University. I feel through these 
meetings 1 gained practice and 
knowledge on how to conduct myself 
in such a setting. 
This position also gave me the 
opportunity to set aside my Greek 
letters and think about the Greek 
aimmunhy as a whole. 
I was able to leam more about each 
council and the members making up 
their organization. I feel fortunate to 
have been able to work with such a 
diverse group of people. 
What I also took from this position 
was making difficult decisions and 
chokes. Not eveiy position I tcxik 
made always made people happy. 
But when I step back and look at 
why I did these things, 1 realized that 
I was just fulfilling my presidential 
duties. These decisions and choices 
were made in hopes of continuing to 
build up and strengthen our Greek 
community. 
After graduation, I am hoping I 
wiD be a field consultant for my 
national headquarters. I want 
REPRESENTING QREEKS PROUDLVI Kat Fish, along with other Greek leaders, 
represent the BGSU Greek system at the Mid-Amencan Greek Conference Association. 
the opportunity to visit other 
campuses to learn about their 
Greek communities and to provide 
them with ideas or suggestions that 
worked here at BGSU. 
I feel my prior Greek experience 
will definitely come in handy at 
other campuses. By gaining such a 
position I feel the knowledge I have 
gained from the Greek community 
will continue to grow. 
February 15,2007 
JOSH BENNER 
COLUMNIST 
Statistics show the majority 
of people who come to college 
never considered joining a 
fraternity or sorority before 
they set foot on campus. 
Like many of you, I am in 
that same category. Before I 
came to Bowling Green, there 
was no way I would have ever 
gone Greek. In fact, it is still 
sometimes hard for me to 
believe I am in a fraternity. I'll 
be in a chapter meeting, and 
I think, "Wow, I can't believe 
I'm actually a part of this," 
or I'll be laying down to go 
to sleep and I think, "I can't 
believe I live in a fraternity 
house," or I'll be paddling a 
freshman and...ok, ok, that 
Page 4 
UND OFF WITH JOSH BENNER 
JOSH BENNER, THE YODA OF GREEK WISDOM, GIVES ADVICE IN HIS OWN WAV 
last one was just a joke (it's 
actually a bamboo cane). 
I think one of the best parts 
of going Greek is the lifetime 
memories that are a result and 
more importantly, the lifetime 
friendships. 
Just think about all of the 
stories you're going to have 
when you leave this place. 
There will be some awesome 
stories you'll tell your children 
someday and some even more 
awesome stories you will never 
tell your children about as long 
as you live. 
Never lose sight of the 
opportunities you have in your 
organization. This is the only 
time in your entire life where 
you will live with and around 
all of your friends. 
I sometimes think we loose 
site of the reasons why we 
joined to begin with. When 
times like these happen, I 
think that it is important to 
look back at the great times 
you've had with your brothers 
or your sisters and all of the 
fun you have had with them in 
the past. 
There was the time when one 
of my brothers and I found an 
old chair in a dumpster, took 
it out and carried it in the 
middle of the night from East 
Aardvark custom imprinted Wearables 
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Merry back to campus. That 
may not seem very far, but it is 
when you're lugging a recliner! 
There was the time I saw a 
signup sheet for the Academic 
Bowl and I thought that it was 
a football trivia game (because 
the sign had a picture of a 
football going through goal 
posts) and when I actually 
read the rules an hour before 
the competition, I found out 
that it was general trivia and 
we got DESTROYED. 
There are the ridiculous 
times, like the time one of my 
brothers put on a sweater vest 
and beige slacks and walked to 
class carrying a golf club - 
another one of my brothers put 
on an all navy blue jumpsuit 
(like what Sicsic woidd wear) 
carrying his bag of clubs with 
a sign on his back with the last 
name of the person dressed as 
a golfer. He then proceeded to 
give him advice as he chipped 
and putted the ball to class as 
to what club he should select 
Don't ask me why. 
There was the time we 
had a social scheduled with 
a sorority and there was a 
miscommunication so none 
of them showed up, so it was 
just a bunch of guys drinking 
in Halloween costumes 
(obviously everyone was over 
the age of 21, to the best of my 
knowledge). 
Certainly, it's hard 
to manufacture these 
experiences that you look back 
and laugh at. It's not like you 
can pre-plan "Alright, this is 
going to be a good time that 
all of us will talk about for 
years to come." No, things 
are unique and special have 
to just come naturally, but if 
you're involved and loyal to 
your fraternity or sorority, 
whichever one it may be, 
I truly believe it will be a 
worthwhile experience. 
You get out of it what you put 
into it. 
I talked about this in my last 
Gavel column, but I am always 
amazed at our alumni events 
when I see older members of 
my fraternity, Phi Delta Theta, 
who are sometimes 40 or 50 
years out of college and who 
talk to each other as if they 
had never left BG, as opposed 
to me who is actually on the 
45- year plan. 
One story that I heard from 
an alumnus brother (his 
name was Jim) was he went 
to Bowling Green in the early 
60s. 
Jim and his best friend John 
when they were undergrads 
were roommates in the house 
for two years and then shared 
an apartment off campus for 
their senior year. 
The two men married women 
who were good friends of each 
other and were also sorority 
sisters. 
Over the years as Jim 
worked in Columbus and John 
traveled in the air force, but 
the two men remained close. 
Their families would often 
times take vacations and ski 
trips together. 
Interestingly enough, Jim's 
daughter and John's son, 
who had known each other, 
basically since infancy, ended 
up getting married, making 
the two fraternitv brother in- 
44 
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Sadly, John was diagnosed 
with brain cancer, his health 
deteriorated and early this 
summer, he succumbed to his 
illness. 
When I heard Jim tell this 
story, it was almost as if a 
piece of him had died. 
Phi Delta Theta for both 
of these men was a lifetime 
commitment - and that - is 
what Greek life is all about. 
The opinions above are those 
of Josh Benner. They do not 
reflect the opinions of The 
Gavel as a whole. 
February 15,2007 Page 5 
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KEVIN STEVENS, A BROTHER OF LAMBDA CHI ALPHA, SHARES HIS STORY AS TO WHY HE CHOSE GREEK LIFE 
KEVIN STEVENS 
COLUMNIST 
This article takes a deeper 
look into the question many 
of us in the Greek community 
continually try to answer, a 
question we are selves have 
asked of others, "Why Go 
Greek?" 
This is the next installment of 
a short series of different views 
of a few Greeks on why some of 
us in the Greek community have 
decided to go Greek. 
' hope those not in the 
Greek community can read 
this article and form a better 
understanding of what it's like 
to Go Greek. 
I hail the opportunity to speak 
briefly with Matthew Cable of 
Lambda Chi Alpha and Leo 
Svoboda of Delta Chi, both 
arc fraternities here at the 
University. 
I would now like to share with 
you their own perspectives on 
why they decided to Go Greek. 
Matthew Cable of Lambda Chi 
Alpha had this to share. 
"The reasons I went Greek 
are somewhat different than 
the reasons I enjoy being 
Greek now. I decided to join 
a fraternity because, as a 
freshman in college, I was 
seeking friendship which was 
difficult to find in Kreischer on 
a floor that was largely music 
majors." 
"At the same time, 1 was wear] 
of fraternities. I was certain 
I did not want to 'buy my 
friends'." Cable continued. 
"Once I came to know 
Lambda Chi Alpha as an 
organization and its brothers, 
1 realized there was more to it 
than simply buying my friends." 
" I could name all the offices 
1 have held and list my resume 
that Lambda Chi has afforded 
me but that is not what I value 
the most out of this experience. 
I value what Lambda Chi has 
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:> (OTHERS IN ARMS: Cable, pictured above with his Lambda Chi Alpha brothers 
credits his will lobe a better person' 10+iis fraternity involvement 
taught me about being a brother, 
man, friend and all around 
better person. There is a greater 
value to our organization that. 
To reduce it to a mere resume 
builder would not capture the 
true value of the organization. " 
"I value the extremely close 
and intimate friendships I 
have built here within my 
organization and the Greek 
community. I have experienced 
a level of trust, closeness 
and companionship the likes 
of which I could have never 
fathomed four years ago. That 
is the reason to go Greek. " 
Leo Svoboda of Delta Chi also 
had a powerful story as to why 
he went Greek. 
"There are definitely tangible 
reasons for why I love being 
Greek. Of course there are 
hundreds of opportunities for 
leadership positions. I myself 
have served as Social Chair 
and Recruitment Chair for my 
chapter and I am currently 
serving as my chapter's Vice 
President." 
"Also I have had many 
opportunities to get involved 
in the community. 1 recently 
finished a term on the Executive 
Board for the Inter-Fraternity 
Council; I am a chairman on 
the Greek Housing Allocations 
Hoard and an Emerging Leaders 
Team Leader for the Greek 
Leadership Team." 
"During my tenure in these 
positions. I have had a number 
of opportunities to interact and 
network with administrators 
and faculty, as well as learn 
things about myself and 
practice leadership skills that 
will definitely help me when I 
begin my career in the next year 
or so. But it's more than that," 
Svoboda concluded. 
The reason 1 really love being 
Greek is that 1 can't explain 
what goes on between my 
brothers and mvself and mv 
BROTHERLY LOVE: Siboda and his Delta Chi brothers enjoy time together 
through various Greek activites such as brotherhoods and retreats 
best friends. We live for each 
other. When someone has a 
great personal accomplishment 
we are there to celebrate and 
congratulate them. 
When someone experiences 
a personal tragedy, we are 
there to support them, be it as 
mundane as a break-up or as 
serious as a loved-one passing 
away. 
When one of us is in the 
hospital, someone is there 
everyday, at least to say hi, 
despite the fact the majority of 
us are too busy to sleep. I've 
had them as my safety net and 
I've been theirs through good 
times and had times. 
We cry, laugh, celebrate and 
mourn together. And yeah I can 
tell you all this, but until you see 
it, it's hard to comprehend the 
magnitude of it. 
People ask me why I went 
Greek and I tell them that's it's 
hard to explain. 
IfsomeoneaskedrtWlvtlvI   •' 
pay for my friends I would tell 
them that if I pay for my friends 
I don't pay enough. 
I can name 40 plus guys who 
would drop everything to be 
there for me. 
That's not something you pay 
for, that's something else. But I 
can't explain, you'd have to see it 
for yourself. 
I would like to conclude by 
thanking all those who have 
taken the time to help me with 
this article. 
I also hope this has helped 
those of you out there who have 
always had trouble answering 
this question or even for those 
of you who have never even 
though about it. 
Furthermore, I urge those 
of you who are not members of 
the Greek community to go and 
visit a chapter on campus and I 
hope maybe you'll see what over 
10% of BG students have seen, 
why they to, Go Greek. 
February 15,2007 
COLLEEN VERSUS 
REPORTER 
How did these outstanding 
Greeks get their holidays on? 
Read and find out as Colleen 
Verbus asks four Greeks- 
Michelle Cooper, Katy Ferrell, 
Tierney Grayson and Steve 
Dutton, the difficult questions, 
such as, "What is your favorite 
Starbucks drink?" 
Do you know someone who 
you believe gets their Greek on 
supremely? 
Contact us at 
BGGavel@hotmail.com. 
• Pregnancy Tests 
• Counseling 
• Post Abortion Counseling 
• Pregnancy Support 
• Adoption Information 
• Limited Ultrasounds 
•Material Assistance 
Reliable information on all options. 
Supportive and professional. 
Pleass all bran appolnlment. 
441 Frazee 419.354.4673 
wwwbgpc.org 
M-Th (10-5). Fri (10-1) 
BG shuttle oft cjmpus north route or 
within walking distance1 
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TTCHA GREEK ON 
RECOGNIZING GREEKS IN EXCELLENCE    
MICHELLE COOPER 
GREEK INDEPENDENT BOARD 
FRATERNITY: 
Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity 
MAJOR: 
Intervention Specialist 
OTHER INVOLVEMENTS: 
She is also a member of Alpha Chi 
Omega sorority, Greek Leadership 
Team, Black Student Union and 
Dance Marathon. She also is a child 
care specialist. 
WHAT WAS ON YOUR CHRISTMAS 
LIST?: 
She just wanted money due to the fact 
that she is very picky. 
WHAT DID YOU DO OVER BREAK?: 
She went to New Orleans with OCI 
and then she went to Hilton Head 
Island for New Year's. 
FAVORITE HOLIDAY SPECIAL? 
It's a tie between the claymation, 
"Rudolph The Red- Nosed Reindeer" 
or 24 hours of "A Christmas Story" 
FAVORITE SONO: 
"All At Once," by the Fray or "Again" 
by John Legend. 
FAVORITE STARBUCKS DRINK? 
Venti soy upside down Chai latte with 
a little whipped cream. 
KATY FERRELL 
PANHELIENIC COUNCIL 
SORORITY: 
Chi Omega Sorority 
MAJOR: 
Middle Childhood Education- Science 
and Reading 
OTHER INVOLVEMENTS: 
She is involved in Dance Marathon 
and Homecoming. She also works at 
Max and Erma's. 
WHAT WAS ON YOUR CHRISTMAS 
USTT: 
She wanted nothing more than 
teaching clothes. 
WHAT DID YOU DO OVER BREAK?: 
She wrote lesson plans for Science and 
Language Arts seventh graders. 
FAVORITE HOLIDAY SPECIAL? 
She loved "How the Grinch Stole 
Christmas" and "It's a Wonderful 
Life." 
FAVORITE SONG: 
She is currently hooked on all of the 
Christmas music that the infamous 
Trans-Siberian Orchestra performs. 
FAVORITE STARBUCKS DRINK? 
She usually partakes in a Venti Vanilla 
Bean Frappuccino with no whipped 
TIERNEY GRAYSON 
NATIONAL PAN-HELLENIC COUNCIL 
SORORITY: 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. 
MAJOR: 
Communications 
OTHER INVOLVEMENTS: 
She is not only the president of NPHC, 
she also is a student fitness instructor 
at the Rec and a student assistant 
at the center for Multicultural and 
Academic Initiatives. 
WHAT WAS ON YOUR CHRISTMAS 
USTT: 
Her list included money, gift cards and 
a pair of diamond studded earrings. 
WHAT DID YOU DO OVER BREAK?: 
She planned a safari— through the 
malls for fabulous after Christmas 
sales. 
FAVORITE HOLIDAY SPECIAL? 
She is particularly fond of claymation 
Christmas specials with Rudolph and 
Santa. 
FAVORITE SONO: 
"Upgrade," by Beyonce 
FAVORITE STARBUCKS DRINK? 
Tierney can be found sippping a 
grande, non-fat caramel machiatto. 
STEVE DUTTON 
INTERFRATERNI'V COUNCIL 
FRATERNITY: 
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity 
MAJOR: 
Human Development and Family 
Studies 
OTHER INVOLVEMENTS: 
He is involved in Dance Marathon 
and Orientation. He also works at the 
Office of Campus Involvement and the 
Wellness Connection. 
WHAT WAS ON YOUR CHRISTMAS 
LIST?: 
He would like a Nintendo Wii so he 
can leam how to sword fight. 
WHAT DID YOU DO OVER BREAK?: 
He went to Florida and watched 
every TV show on DVD there is. He 
also spent quality time with his dog, 
ChaCha. 
FAVORITE HOLIDAY SPECIAL? 
Twenty-four hours of'A Christmas 
Story,' fuuuudge." 
FAVORITE SONO: 
Anything on 101.5- All Christmas 
music, all the time. 
FAVORITE STARBUCKS DRINK? 
A Grande Chai Tea with skim milk 
and a piece of Marble Loaf. 
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